Visit a Very Special Place for Troubled Teenagers

•

•

•

Be Our Guest Through the Magic
Tour our beautiful 42 acre
campus located in the land of
10,000 lakes.
Learn about our proven treatment
programs which specialize in the
most difficult disorders.
Hear about our extensive individual
therapy and group therapy sessions
which distinguish us from most
other programs.

•Visit several classrooms in the
Wilson Academy, a fully accredited
high school.
•Witness kids participating in social
activities, visit a typical patient's
room and join us in our .cafeteria.
•Most of all, share in the warmth and
caring of the Wilson Center staff
members as they help teens
through recovery.

FOR YOUR FREE VIDEO, IN U.S. 6i CANADA CALL 800-676-5561

THE
WILSON CENTER
ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
and Residential Treatment Center

FARIBAULT, MINNESOTA 55021
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ter is reported on, as are
promotional activities of
New York's Division of AIcoholism &Alcohol
Abuse.
EAPA MEMBERS are given an introduction to the association's
new Executive Director, Michael Benjamin, on page S. Benjamin,who interviewed with the Board of Directors duringthe
National Conference in St. Louis,joins EAPAfromthe National
Association of Counties. In next month's issue, the Exchange
will provide more up-close-and-personal coverage of the
person who now fills the big shoes at EAPA headquarters.
THE BUSINESS PAGE continues the Exchange's coverage of
managed behavioral health care with an article by Charla
Parker on making spreadsheet calculations for staffing and
funding an expanded program. Discussions will continue in
February, with feature coverage on managed behavioral
health care.
Threats and opportunities abound for EAPs in 1992. You.
can continue to count on the Exchange to bring you concise,
accurate and innovative reportingon currentdevelopments in
the EAP field, as well as the latest EAPA-related news. It's just
one of many benefits of membership in EAPA,and we're glad
you're along for the ride!

Terry Cowan, Chairperson, Employee
Assistance Certification Commission
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SOMEWHERE in the halls of
fine art hangs an illustration
portraying a subaqueous
food chain. It shows a fish
being devoured by a larger fish, which is being devoured by
a larger fish, which is being devoured by the largest fish. The
largest fish, upon closer inspection, is actually a pack of small
fish. It makes a powerful visual message that small organisms,
of little consequence individually, can be great forces to be
reckoned with en masse.
Smalibusinessesarethesameway. Formorethan20years
running, EAPs have been successful at marketing and providingservices tolarger and,to a lesser degree, mid-size employers. But what about the other 90% of businesses? Harnessing
thiseconomicallypowerful butmoreelusiveclientelerequires
more creativity, innovation and energy, as many of the more
traditional strategies are inappropriate,or inefficientduetothe
lack of large, centralized worker populations.
Our feature coverage is packed with information and
ideas. The first article
is about an EAP consortium that
developed by the Corporation Against Drug Abuse in Washington, D.C. The Bureau of Labor Statistics gives a statistical
overview of the prevalence of mental health and substance
abuse benefits among small employers. The Small Business
Administration then describes its efforts to provide anti-substanceabuse programming for smal I employers and stresses its
availability to EAPs as a helping resource. Finally, a recent
smal I business conference by the EAPA New York City Chap-
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SPECIAL
MEMORANDUM

Benjamin Named as EAPA Executive Director
ix long months of anticipation
are over. EAPA'sextensivesearch
process for replacing EAPA's
outgoing Executive Director, Tom
Delaney, has ended with the appointment of a successor. Michael L. Benjamin will stride into EAPA's Arlington, VA headquarters for the first time
on January;13 as the association's new
chief operating officer.
Benjamin comes to EAPA from the
National Association of Counties
(NACo), where he worked since October 1989 as associate legislative directorfor human services and education. In that capacity, he advised
county officials on the development of
human services and education policy
through asteering-committee process
and represented that policy to the
federal government, Congress, and
other organizations. He worked with
the Administration and Congress to
overcome legislative and regulatory
barriers to implementation of such
programs as welfare reform, the JOBS
program, child care, the food stamp
program, and others.
From 1986-89, Benjamin he was
responsiblefortheoverallperformance
of a three-year contract NACo had
with the National Institute of Mental
Health (NIMH). The project provided
techn ica) assistance to cou my governments impacted by the farm crisis,
mentally ill in jails and the criminal
justice system, and with substance
abuse problems of young chronically
mentally ill adults.
HistenureatNACobegan in 1974,
when he was hired as director of the
NACo Research Foundation Alcoholismand Alcohol Abuse Program. From
1977to1981 hewasassignedtoNlMH
from. NACo under the Intergovernmental Personnel Act of 1970 to serve,
variously, as community support consultant, acting executive secretary and
health scientist administrator.
He moved from the metropolitan
Washington, DC area to Portland, OR
to become executive director of the
North/Northeast Community Mental

Health Center from 1981 -85 and
president of Michael Benjamin & Associatesfrom 1985-88. At Benjamin &
Associates, he provided consultation,
training,fact-finding, problem-solving,
project-management, planning (program and financial), and related services to individuals, groups and organizations. Aspecial focus was directed
to organizations serving minority clients.
From 1964-74, he held jobs in
various locations as job developer and
clinical placementdirector, lecturer in
psychiatry, research project administrator, directorofresearch &evaluation
for a drug abuse training institute, a
developerofdrugeducationprograms,
public health advisor, and teacher of
German.
Benjamin graduated from Yale
University in 1972 with a master of
public health degreewhile majoring in
mental health administration. He
graduated from Texas Southern University in 1964 with a bachelor of arts
degree in psychology and a minor in
German.
Among his honors, Benjamin was
given the Outstanding Young Men of
America Award in 1975, Drug Depen-

dency Institute Fellowshipfrom NIMH
in 1970-72,andCharlesYoungAmerican Legion Scholarship in 1959-60.
Benjamin is knowledgeable about
EAP issues, which have been a part of
his professional training. He has broad
experience working with boards of
directors and, while at NACo, he
worked as a lobbyist and managed an
annually held national meeting of over
1,000 participants.
EAPA's Search Committee conducted its proceedings from the standpointthat the position of EAPA Executive Director is the most influential job
in the EAP field. The committee received hundreds of resumes from talented,qualified professionals with experience in association management
and employee assistance, and culled
through mountains of parchment for
the most highly qualified individuals.
EAPA is fortunate to have acquired the
services of someone of such distinguished character and achievement.
In the February Exchange, EAPA
memberswill meetMichael Benjamin
from a more personal side. Be looking
for our coverage!
i~

EAPA's new Executive Director, Michael Benjamin (I), has been welcomed to the
association by the person he succeeds, Tom Delaney. Delaney has cordially briefed
Benjamin on issues important to EAPA and the EAP field, providing for a smooth
transition.

Board Meets During 20th National Conference
or members of EAPA's Board of
Directors, the 20th National Conference in St. Louis meant hustling
from one meeting or workshop to the
next, often trying to juggle conflicting
schedules. The Board engaged in a long

interview process of three final candidatesfor EAPA'sExecutive Director position. The Executive Committee met
with each candidate for an hour on the
mornings of November 10, 11 and 12,
and the Board met with each candidate
for three hours afterward. The final

selection occurred during the Board
meeting on November 13.
The selection process has resulted
in an offer of employment extended
to, and accepted by, Michael Benjamin. (Please see the related article
about Benjamin on page 5.)
Other Board action included the

following:
•The draft ofa strategic plan for EAPA
was presented to the Board by Brad
Googins, cochair of the ad hoc StrategicPlanningCommittee. Comments
have since been submitted to EAPA
headquarters from Board .members.
Refinements to the initial draft will be
made by committee, and an updated
draft wi I I be considered by the Board
when it deliberates for two or three
days at the spring Board meeting to
work toward a final document.
• EAPA's Board appointments are
made on rotating three-year terms,
and President .Dan Lanier named the
following people to the Board:
•IreneSimonetti was named chair
of the Advisory Committee to the Exchange, replacing Claire Fleming.
• George Cobbs was named chair
of the Bylaws Committee, replacing
Jim Roth.
• Gary Maltbia was named chair
of the Ethnic &Cultural Concerns
Committee, replacing John Hooks.
• Jack McCabe was named chair
of the Labor Committee, replacing
Thom Murgitroyde.
• Tamara Cagney was reappointed as chairoftheStandards Comm ittee.
6
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• Ron Finch was named chair of
the ad hoc Benefits Committee, replacing Sally Lipscomb. (This is not a
Board position.)
• Jane 011endorff completed her
term as chair of the Annual Meeting
Site Selection Committee. Under
EAPA's new Bylaws, this committee is
defunct, so a successor will not be
named.
•Anew chair was elected by the
Employee Assistance Certification
Commission, Terry Cowan,to replace
outgoing chair Sandra Turner.. Three
new com m issloners—Carmen Abbott,
Mark Cohen and James Martin—were
named by President Dan Lanier.
[Due to the holidays,the Exchange
was unable to obtain biographical information on all of the appointees. Be
looking in the February issue for more
information on the new Board members, and the new EACC chair and
commissioners.)
• Sandra Turner presented the Education &Training Committee report
on behalf of chairperson Muriel Gray.
She discussed a "vision" of the committee for an Education and Training
Resource Center and development of
an EAP training program and related
publications. President Lanier asked
the committee to continue to develop
ideas and formulate proposals, and to
submit a report at the spring meeting.
No formal action was taken.
• Sandra Turner also submitted a reportforthe EACC asits outgoing chair.
She requested that the EACC work
with EAPA legal counsel to draft a
procedure by which the EACC can act
on ethical issues brought before EAPA
and the EACC simultaneously. President Lanier directed the EACC to proceed.
• Standards Committee chair Tamara
Cagney raised the issue of whether
EAPA's legal definition of EAP should
be revised. President Lanier directed
that a subcommittee be created to
discuss it further.

The Board approved the ProfessionalGuidelines, the second stage of
the Standards process, submitted by
the committee. Another motion was
approved to provide a copy of the
Guidelines to each EAPA member at
cost, to make a discount available to
chapters for bulk purchases, and to
include an additional charge for nonEAPA members wishing to buy the
Professional Guidelines.
The committee is also working on
an EAP nomenclature. A subcommittee is presently working on the development ofprogram eva►uation guidelines. [Refer to page 10 of the November 1990 Exchange for a graphic
presentation ofthe Standards process.)
• The Board commended EAPA headquarters staff for its work in contributi ng tothe success of the 20th National
Conference.
• Reports were also made by each of
the regional representatives. Of particularnote, inthe Canadian Region's
report(made by Carolyn Stark on behalf ofchairperson Brenda Broughton),
Canada has been gradually increasing
its membership, which now stands at
110. The region has formed a Coast
Task Force to continue recruiting new
members.Also,the Canadian members
in attendance at the 20th National
Conference expressed their pleasure
at the quality of the workshops.
The spring Board meeting will tentatively be held in mid-May at a site to be
determined.
i~
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CONCURRENT WORKSHOPS continued

D EAPA-129

"ALCOHOLISM; PROBLEMS,PROGRESS,PROMISE"
John Wallace, Ph.D.

O EAPA•137

D EAPA-130

"DISCUSSION OF THE U.S. POST OFFICE DRUG
SCREENING PROJECT'- Jacques Normand, Ph.D.

❑ EAPA-136-A "IMPROVING QUALITY FOR EAP CHANGE AND GROWTH"-PART
Arthur J. McLaughlin; John M. Marurer, Jr.; Bonnie J. Rack-Wildner,
William J. Shanahan, Ph.O., CEAP

D EAPA-731

"CULTURAL DIVERSITY" - Celina Pagani-Tousignant
D EAPA-132-A "BENEFIT DESIGN -ITS IMPACT ON THE
EXTERNAL EAP"•PART
Greer M. Kabb, CD, MA,CEAP; Linda Havlin

"LINKING NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN HUMAN RESOURCES
WITH EAPs: LIFE CYCLE PLANNING" - Victor Barocas

D EAPA•736-B "IMPROVING QUALITY FOR EAP CHANGE AND GROWTH"-PART II
Arthur J. McLaughlin; John M. Marurer, Jr.; Bonnie J. Rack-Wildner,
William J. Shanahan, Ph.D., CEAP

❑ EAPA-132-8 "BENEFIT DESIGN -ITS IMPACT ON THE
EXTERNAL EAP"-PART II
Greer M. Kabb, CD, MA,CEAP; Linda Havlin

❑ EAPA-139

"DIAGNOSTIC &TREATMENT STRATEGIES FOR BORDERLINE
PERSONALITY DISORDER" - Michael Langley, Ph,D.

❑ EAPA-140

"EAP AND BENEFITS" - William Filstead, Ph.D.; Will Turner

O EAPA-133-A "SELF HELP GROUPS"-PART
Nancy Carlson, NCSAC, II

❑ EAPA-141

"AMERICAN WITH DISABILITIES ACT'-Brian Lawton, Ph.D., CEAP

O EAPA•133•B "SELF HELP GROUPS" - PART II
Nancy Carlson, NCSAC, II

❑ EAPA-142-A "MANAGING FOR QUALITY— BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
PURCHASERS PERSPECTIVE"-PART 1
Edward Stelzer; Gail Rosselot, RNC, MPH; James M. Oher, CEAP

❑ EAPA-134-A "HOW TREATMENT PROVIDERS CAN WORK
EFFECTIVELY WITH MANAGED CARE"-PART
Monica E. Oss; May Welch

❑ EAPA•142•B "MANAGING FOR QUALITY— BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
PURCHASERS PERSPECTIVE"-PART II
Edward Steer; Gail Rosselot, RNC, MPH; James M. Oher, CEAP

❑ EAPA-134-B "HOW TREATMENT PROVIDERS CAN WORK
EFFECTIVELY WITH MANAGED CARE"-PART 11
Monica E. Oss; May Welch

❑ EAPA-143

"CULTURAL DIVERSITY AND COMMUNITY RELATIONS"
Dr. Mabel Tinjac5

D EAPA•144-A "INNOVATIONS IN CD TREATMENT"-PART
Jeffrey Smith, M.D.; Martha A. Morrison, M.D.; Michael Ratcliff

❑ EAPA-135•A "A DISCUSSION OF THE CORE TECHNOLOGIES OF
EAP AND WELLNESS"•PART
John C. Erfurt; Andrea Foote, Ph.D.; Betry Reddy

O EAPA-144-B "INNOVATIONS IN CD TREATMENT"- PART II
Jeffrey Smith, M.D.; Martha A. Morrison, M.D.; Michael I~atoliff

O EAPA-135-8 "A DISCUSSION OF THE CORE TECHNOLOGIES OF
EAP AND WELLNESS"-PART II
John C. Erfurt; Andrea Foote, Ph.D.; Betty Reddy
❑ EAPA-136-A "DRUG SCREENING AND COMPULSORY REFERRALS" - PART I
Sue Curtain, MS,CEAP; Robert R. Ramsey; Dr. Chris Taylor
O EAPA-136-B "DRUG SCREENING AND COMPULSORY REFERRALS" - PART II
Sue Curtain, MS,CEAP; Robert R. Ramsey; Dr. Chris Taylor

~~ ~

O EAPA-145-A "UNDERSTANDING ORGANIZATIONAL AND.
DEMOGRAPHIC INFLUENCES ON EAP CA5EI.OAD" -PART
Neil B. Colan, Ed.D.; Rob Schneider, Ed.D.; Linda Little, Ph.D.;
Lawrence Gerstein, Ph.D,; Chelle Dainas, Ph.D.
D EAPA-145-B "UNDERSTANDING ORGANIZATIONAL AND
DEMOGRAPHIC INFLUENCES ON EAP CASELOAD"-PART II
Neil B. Colan, Ed.D.; Rob Schneider, Ed.D.; Linda Little, Ph.D.;
Lawrence Gerstein, Ph.D.; Chelle Dainas, Ph.D.
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Three Dollars(;3.00)PER TAPE.
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CONCURRENT WORKSHOPS continued

❑ EAPA-101-A "EAP AS CARE MANAGER"-PART
Paul W. Neck, M.Ed., CEAP; Donald W. Magruder, CEAP;
Linda Tally

❑ EAPA-714-8 "RESEARCH ON TREATMENT OUTCOMES" - PART II
Michael O'Mahoney, Ph.D.; Linda Martens. MSW;
Norman Hoffman, Ph.D.

❑ EAPA-101.8 "EAP AS CARE MANAGER"-PART II
Paul W. Heck, M.Ed., CEAP; Donald W. Magruder, CEAP;
Linda Tally

❑ EAPA-115-A "MEETING THE EMPLOYER'S INFORMATIONAL
NEEDS"•PARTI
Steven J. Posen, MSW,CEAP; Rick Selvik

❑ EAPA-702

❑ EAPA-115-8 "MEETING THE EMPLOYER'S INFORMATIONAL
NEEDS"-PART II
Steven J. Posen, MSW,CEAP; Rick Selvik

"MENTAL HEALTH ADDICTION AND AFTER CARE"
Charla Rasmussen-Scarbrough, MS,CEAP;
Jacqueline Harrigan, CEAP

O EAPA-103-A "SUCCESSFUL COCAINE TREATMENT —
FACT OR FICTION" -PART
J. Randall Webber, MPH; Barbara Eisenstadt, Ed.D.

❑ EAPA-116-A "BENEFIT DESIGN AND COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING"-PART
George P. Brodeur; John P. Carr, Jr.; Mary Anne Walk

❑ EAPA-103-8 "SUCCESSFUL COCAINE TREATMENT —
FACT OR FICTION" -PART II
J. Randall Webber, MPH; Barbara Eisenstadt, Ed.D.

O EAPA-116-B "BENEFIT DESIGN AND COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING" - PART II
George P. Brodeur; John P. Carr, Jr.; Mary Anne Walk

❑ EAPA-104-A "A PEER REVIEW METHOD OF MAKING QUALITATIVE
JUDGMENTS REGARDING EAP PERFORMANCE:
THE FLORIDA PROGRAM CERTIFICATION
PROJECT"•PARTI Teddy M. Kemp,CEAP;
Tamara Cagney, BSN, MA, CEAP; Sharon Amatetti, MPH

❑ EAPA-717

"CO-DEPENDENCY AND THE PROBLEMS IT CAUSES
IN THE WORKPLACE" - Lawrence K. Horberg, Ph.D.;
Stephen E. Schlesinger, Ph.D.

❑ EAPA-118

❑ EAPA-104-B "A PEER REVIEW METHOD OF MAKING DUALITATIVE
JUDGMENTS REGARDING EAP PERFORMANCE:
THE FLORIDA PROGRAM CERTIFICATION
PROJECT"-PART II Teddy M. Kemp, CEAP;
Tamara Cagney, BSN, MA, CEAP; Sharon Amatetti, MPH

"DOES INPATIENT TREATMENT MAKE A DIFFERENCE"
Diana Walsh, Ph.D.; Ralph Hingson, Sc.D.;
Daniel M. Merrigan, Ed.D.

D EAPA-119-A "EAPs THAT HAVE MET THE CHALLENGE OF SERVING THE
SMALL BUSINESS CLIENT" - PART i Donna Abernethy;
Dan McGinnis, MHS, CEAP; Marian Roser, MS,CEAP

❑ EAPA-105-A "EAP EVALUATION"-PART
John Maynard, Ph.D., CEAP; Brenda Blair, CEAP
❑ EAPA-105-8 "EAP EVALUATION"-PART II
John Maynard, Ph.D., CEAP; Brenda Blair, CEAP
❑ EAPA-106

"A DYNAMIC APPROACH TO MARKETING EAPs TO
SMALL BUSINESSES" -Susan A. Berger, Ed.D.;
Elena M. Brown, MA,CEAP

❑ EAPA-107-A "MANAGING PROVIDERS SERVICE"-PART
Dorothy B. North, CEAP;Charla Parker, MAP,LEAP

O EAPA-119-B "EAPs THAT HAVE MET THE CHALLENGE OF SERVING THE
SMALL BUSINESS CLIENT" - PART II Donna Abernethy;
Dan McGinnis, MHS, CEAP; Marian Roser, MS,CEAP
❑ EAPA-120

"EMPLOYEE CONSULTATION COMMITTEES"
Dan C. Edwards; Robert B. Johnson, Ed.D.;
Lawrence Wagoner

D EAPA-121-A "EFFECTIVE TREATMENT STRATEGIES &PROVIDER
OPTIONS —DUAL DIAGNOSIS"-PART
William Hawthorne, M.D.; Patricia Rose Attia, MSR,CAC

❑ EAPA-107-B "MANAGING PROVIDERS SERVICE" -PART II
Dorothy B. North, CEAP; Charla Parker, MAP, CEAP

O EAPA-121-B "EFFECTIVE TREATMENT STRATEGIES &PROVIDER
OPTIONS —DUAL DIAGNOSIS"-PART II
William Hawthorne, M.D.; Patricia Rose Attia, MSR,CAC

❑ EAPA-708-A "RECOGNIZING AND TREATING FOOD ADDICTED
EMPLOYEES"-PARTI
Mary BellaFatto, MA, LCSW, CEDT

❑ EAPA-122-A "QUALITY IMPROVEMENT AT & T"-PART
David Caliendo, CEAP; David Fetterman, CEAP;
William Rotchford, CEAP

❑ EAPA-108-B "RECOGNIZING AND TREATING FOOD ADDICTED
EMPLOYEES"-PART II
Mary BellaFatto, MA, LCSW, CEDT

❑ EAPA-122-B "QUALITY IMPROVEMENT AT & T" - PART II
David Caliendo, LEAP; David Fetterman, CEAP;
William Rotchford, CEAP

❑ EAPA-Y09

"ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT AND HEALTH CARE
COSTS"- Harold D. Holder, Ph.D.

❑ EAPA-123•A "EVOLUTION OF THE EAP INTO MANAGED CARE"-PART
Richard T. Hellan, CEAP; John J. Dolan, CEAP

❑ EAPA-110

"CORPORATE RESTRUCTURING"
Bob Silverstein, C.S.W.; Laurie Sullivan, C.S.W.

O EAPA-t23-B "EVOLUTION OF THE EAP INTO MANAGED CARE" - PART II
Richard T. Hellan, CEAP;John J. Dolan, CEAP

O EAPA-111-A "MANAGING EAPs FOR DUALITY"•PART
Daniel E. Ansel; Janet L. Salinas

D EAPA-124-A "EFFECTIVE TRAUMA RESPONSE"-PART
Paul M. Higuchi, MSW; Alice A. Aslin; Lawrence H. Bergman, Ph.D.

❑ EAPA-111-8 "MANAGING EAPs FOR QUALITY"•PART II
Daniel E. Ansel; Janet L. Salinas

❑ EAPA-124.8 "EFFECTIVE TRAUMA RESPONSE" - PART II
Paul M. Higuchi, MSW; Alice A. Aslin; Lawrence H. Bergman, Ph.D.
❑ EAPA-125 "CD TREATMENT —STATE OF THE INDUSTRY"
Patrice M. Muchowski, ScD.
❑ EAPA•126-A "BENEFITS DESIGN FROM THREE PERSPECTIVES"-PART
Hal Levister; John Riley; Don Sanderson
❑ EAPA-126-B "BENEFITS DESIGN FROM THREE PERSPECTIVES" - PART II
Hal Levister; John Riley; Don Sanderson

❑ EAPA-112

"INNOVATION IN JOINT LABOR-MANAGMENT
PROGRAMS"- Charles Grantham, BS, MBA;
John H. Lucas, Jr., BA, MS

❑ EAPA-113-A "SEXUAL TRAUMA: MISDIAGNOSED &OVER
HOSPITALIZED" - PART I Jeanne Rigaud, MS, NCADC
❑ EAPA-113-8 "SEXUAL TRAUMA: MISDIAGNOSED &OVER
HOSPITALIZED" -PART it Jeanne Rigaud, MS, NCADC

❑ EAPA-727

"QUALITY IMPROVEMENT IN BEHAVIORAL HEALTH DELIVERY"
Dr. David Zarchin, Ph.D.; David Noone, Ph.D.

❑ EAPA•114-A "RESEARCH ON TREATMENT OUTCOMES" - PART I
Michael O'Mahoney, Ph.D.; Linda Martens. MSW;
Norman Hoffman, Ph.D.

❑ EAPA-128

"PARTNERSHIP FOR COST EFFECTIVE MENTAL HEALTH
SERVICES" - William H. KYles, MA, MPA; Rachel Goldman, MA

Additional 1"a pe Lisf ngson Reverse Side~,

. . . . . . ....

ASAM Holds Roundtable, Hennessy Attends
he American Society of Addiction Medicine is engaged in ongoing development and implementation of its recently published
ASAM Patient Placement Criteria for
the Treatment of Psychoactive Substance Use Disorders, a document
which has received the formal endorsement of EAPA's Board of Directors. Toward this end, ASAM sponsored an invitational roundtable discussion on November 18-19 in Arlington, VA. Jack Hennessy, chair of
EAPA's Treatment Committee, attended on EAPA's behalf.
One goal, according to Dr. James
F. Callahan, executive vice president
of ASAM, was to initiate consensus
development among providers, corporations, government officials and
other policy makers about clinical
criteria for placement of alcohol and
other drug-dependent patients. A
second goal was to elicit comments
from participants on the Patient
PlacementCriteriaand the steps ASAM
plans to take to implement and evaluate the document.
Among the organizations represented at the roundtable were:
• GRAMPUS.
• American Psychological Association.
•)ointCommission forAccreditation of
Health Care Organizations.
• Office for Treatment Improvement.
• Washington Business Group on
Health.
• National Council on Alcoholism and
Other Drug Dependencies.
• National Association of Addiction
Treatment Providers.
• Legal Action Center.
• American Psychiatric Association.
• American Nurses Association.
• National Association of Alcoholism
and Drug Abuse Counselors.
• Agency for Health Care Policy and
Research.
• National Institute on Drug Abuse.
• American Association for Partial
Hospitalization.
• American Medical Peer Review Association.
• Blue Cross/Blue Shield Association.

Dr. James F. Callahan

•Officeof National DrugControl Policy.
Dr. Callahan notes that the conference was stimulating, thought-provoking,educational,candid,conciliatoryandconsensus-minded. Although

it was not an explicit objective of
ASAM to seek endorsement of the
Criteria, many participants agreed that
a desirable goal is to develop one
national set of criteria which can be
presented for acceptance to employers, purchasers and providers of
treatment. The barriers to achieving
this type of consensus document were
identified and strategies were discussed
to move all "stakeholders" in the Criteriato acriteria-development process
that is inclusive, research-based and
field data-based.
ASAM, a national medical society
of 3,500 physicians,. will continue to
be among the organizations taking a
leadership role in developing, implementing and evaluating a single set of
criteria that can be used by al I persons
involved in patient-placement and
cost-of-care decisions.
i~

WE WROTE THE BOOK ON DRUG ABUSE
AT WORK
SU95rn HCe AeUSe
ario
EMPLOYEE PEItFORMA.

Features Include:
• Strategies for aDrug-Free Workplace
• Federal Requirements
• Drugs of Abuse
•Indicators of Impaired Performance
• Managements and Supervisor's Role
• Workplace Intervention Techniques
• Documentation, Confidentiality

A MANAGER'S COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO IDENTIFYING AND
DEALING WITH SUBSTANCE ABUSE IN THE WORKPLACE
PRICE $45.95
(include applicable state sales tax and $3.00 for shipping and handling)

TO ORDER,CALL OR WRITE:
VGS, INC. DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE SERVICES
2525 San Jacinto •Houston, Texas 77002
(713) 754-7054 •FAX (713) 754-7068

A United Way Agency Serving the Community Since 1945
JANUARY 1992
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UPDATE O(V
CERTIFICATfON

Happy Endings, New Beginnings
ineteen ninety-one was a year
of very good fortune for the
Employee Assistance Certification Commission (EACC). At the
close of the year, Professional Testing
Corporation had just given its 10th
examination on behalf of the EACC.
There were (and still are) 4,603 Certified Employee Assistance Professionals (CEAPs), 57% of whom are also
members of EAPA.
After nine new appointments by
EAPA president Dan Lanier late the
prior year, the majority of commissioners completed their first full year
of service to the EACC in 1991. They
brought with them fresh perspectives
and more heterogeneity in terms of
professional experience,ethnicityand
culture, which is helping to keep the

~ .

■
~ ~

90 day post-primary chemical
dependency programs—
Minneapolis, MN /Phoenix, AZ
•CARF Accredited
•12-Step
•Work Requirement
•Separate Men's and
Women's Facilities
•Affordable
1-800-328-4827 Ext 2353
6612 Lyndale Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55423
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EAP profession on par with relevant
social and workplace developments.
Additionally, the EACC, under outgoingchair Sandra Turner, implemented
a variety of changes to assure that
CEAP candidates understand and have
fulfilled certification requirements and
to streamline the recertification process.

Call NTC for questions about
the CEAP Exam
he f ~~(_.C~ ul1i~ e ~c~~<~i~~es ~i
tion5 <il>out (hc~ C_~;AP exam. ~~t~~r~:~
~~ilc~n than n~~t, thc~~ ~~re rE~~c~rr~~d t~~
~~1'01('titilOfl~l~ TE'Stlll~, (.OI~~Jill'~lU011

( PTCI,~'✓hich~irlmir~i~tcr~5thr. CC~i~P
EXllll.

NEW CONCERNS IN 1992
The EACC is ambitiouslycontinuing its
drive toward excellence in 1992. This
month,CEAPs receive correspondence
explainingtheircertification statusand
how last year's changes affect them
personally. CEAPs who have not yet
received their letter should contact the
EACC office (c/o EAPA)to ensure that
their address is current.
A challenge for the EACC in 1992
relates to a requirement implemented
last yearthat all CEAP candidates complete a "Verification of Experience"
form showing that the candidate has
fulfilled the 3 years/3,000 hours requirement. On the EACC's agenda
will be establishment of criteria to
clarify which work experiences are
EAP-specific for purposes of exam eli-

gibility.
Why is this verification-process
essential? Many people perform functionsthat are considered a part of EAP
practice,such as clinical tasks found in
Content Areas 5 and 6, but they may
not perform them in the workplace
environment nor perform other tasks
found in Content Areas 3 and 4. In
other cases, many people in counseling and treatment settings receive client referrals from EAPs, but the nature
of their work is different from that
described in the EAP Scope of Practice.
For example, a person with the title of
"EAP Coordinator" may work for a

freestanding treatment facility to coordinatethe referral of clients, but this
is vastly different from the role and
responsibilities of an "EAP Coordinator" in the workplace from where assessments and referrals are made.

1~1E' ~~~~(

Ol1lCc' Uf;;E'S

~~~~oE~lewithc{~i~~~~tion~offhi~vari~~t~'
l~~ ~ c>nta~l I'~fC clfrc~.tl~~, in N~~~~~
ti"~_~rk (__its', .~t i? 1 2) x;52-O X01.
The EACC anticipates committing

more resources to differentiating between people who are, in fact, practicing EAP, and those who are not. It
plans to take a tougher line enforcing
other policies, as well, which has the
potential to lead to some
decertifications.
The EACC is also establishing new
and better ways to communicate with
CEAPs. One of them is publication of
a new bi month ly newsletter for CEAPs
called CEAPSTANDARD. Itwill further people's understanding of the
benefits and responsibilitiesofbeinga
Certified Employee Assistance Professional and keep them current on
new developments. The first issue will
be off the press at the beginning of the
EACC's fiscal year in )uly.
Last but not least for 1992, EACC
has a new chair, Terry Cowan, and
two new commissioners. Please turn
to page seven for more on the changes
and additions. Terry will be communicatingregularlywith EAPAmembers
and CEAPs throughout the year.
Nineteen ninety-two holds great
promise for building new relationships
between the EACC and EAP professionals. As CEAP membership tops
5,000 for the first time this year, the
EACC is committed to furthering its
goal of making Certified Employee
Assistance Professional the universally
recognized designation among decision makers in business, labor a~~d
government.

~
~
~
'
'
~

EAPA is keeping apace with an EAP profession on the move and has fine-tuned its popular Subject Search ~ ~~
Catalog. The new listings,shown in the menu below,are consistent with the newly revised Content Areas
ei
that constitutetheCEAPScopeofPractice. Subjectsearchesconsistofacollectionofjournalarticles,book
./
chapters, brochures, pamphlets, ect. which provide informtion in a given topic.
Here's how to order: Mark the boxes to the left of the titles you want. Make a check payable to"EAPA"
for the total amount of your order, based on the prices shown to the right of each title. Mail the form with
your check or purchase order to: EAPA, 4601 N. Fairfax Drive, Suite 1001, Arlington, VA 22203.
Advance payment is required, but telephone orders will be accepted if they are billed to American
Express, Master Card or Visa. Telephone:(703) 522-6272.
TITLE

D Troubled Professionals/
Executives ....................................11.00

PRICE
EAP Direct Services

Work Organizations
❑Cultural Diversity .............................14.00
❑ Labor/Management Programs ...........17,00
Human Resource Management
❑ Benefits Overview/Manager's
Guide ...........................................14.00
D Benefits/MH,CD ............................... 9.00
❑Career DevelopmendCompetencies .22.00
❑COBRA ............................................. 9.00
❑ ERISA ................................................ 9.00
❑ Fitness for Duty ...............................24.00
D Insurance/Health Care
Utilization ....................................18.00
❑Job Loss ............................................16.00
❑Knox-Keene ....................................... 6.00
D Law: Anti-Drug Abuse Act
(summaryl ...................................:. 6.00
❑ Law: Drug-Free Workplace Act ......... 6.00
❑ Law: Duty to Warn ...........................10.00
D Law: Privacy Act ............................... 7.00
D Legalization ................:...................... 7.00
❑Managed Care/Alternative
Therapies ...................................... 5.00
❑Managed Care/Cost Containment .....11.00
0Managed Care/HMOs, PPOs ............18.00
❑Managed Care/Overview ................... 7.00
❑Managed Care Utilization ................. 7.00
❑Work and Family: Child Care ...........15.00
❑Work and Family: Eldercare .............. 6.00
❑ Work-Site Wellness/Health
Promotion ....................................26.00
EAP Policy and Administration
'

'

'

'

'
'

'

'

'
'

❑ Confidentiality ................................... 9.00
0Contracting; Pricing and
Services ........................................10.00
❑ Cost-Benefit Analysis/
42.00
Effectiveness.
0Cost Containment.............................19.00
❑ EAP History ....................................... 9.00
❑ EAP Internal/External ......................... 6.00
❑ EAP Models and Essential
Ingredients .........................................22.00
❑ EAP Models and Influences ..............34.00
❑ EAP Overview ..................................14.00
D EAPs and Small Businesses/
Consortia ...................................... 9.00
❑Ethics ...............................................10.00
❑Evaluation Benchmarks ....................39.00
0Managed Care/EAP Perspective ......... 6.00
❑Marketing .......................................... 9.00
❑Needs Assessment ............................. 7.00
❑ Policy ...............................................16.00
❑Supervisory Programming .................18.00
D Traning of EAP Practitioners .............12.00
❑Utilization ........................................18.00

0Case Load/Case Management ...........10.00
❑Critical Incident Stress
Debriefing ..........................................50.00
❑ EAP/Chemical Dependency
Assessment .........................................15.00
0EAP Referral Process .........................14.00
D Prevention ........................................16.00
Chemical Dependency and Other Addictions
❑ Aftercare/Relapse Prevention ............14.00
D Co-Dependency ................................ 7.00
❑Drug Testing Bibliography ................. 4.00
❑ Drug Testing Cost-Benefit
Analysis ........................................ 4.00
❑ Drug Testing/EAP Perspective ............ 9.00
D Drug Testing Overview ....................21.00
❑Employer Anti-Drug Programs ........... 9.00
❑ Women and Chemical Dependency.14.00
Personal and Psychological Problems
D AIDS and the Workplace ..................20.00
❑Physically Challenged ......................19.00
❑Stress: Job-Related ............................19.00
❑Work and Family: General ...............12.00

Special Offering
0Fact Sheets(complete sets only) .......15.00

Topics: Absenteeism, consumption, dollar
impact/workplace nse,drug-freeworkplace
regulations, EAP response, employer investment in EAPs, four most prevalent
workplace drugs, impacVjob-performance
measures, incidence/prevalence, positive
consequences of EAPs, termination vs.
treatment, Workforce 2000
Cost of Searches
Non-EAPA members add
50%surcharge
Sub-Total
Virginia Residents
add 4.5%sales tax
TOTAL

Also of interest
YOUR NAME
❑Audiovisual Reviews ........................27.00
❑ EAPs in Higher Education .................11.00
❑ EAP Program Forms ..........................14.00
D EAP Salaries ...................................... 5.00
D EAPs in School Systems ....................11.00
❑ Tr ubled Health Care Pr
;yes~~b, iF.
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ON THE
LABOR FRONT

Getting the Word Out
by )ack McCabe
Sheet Metal Workers' International
Association, and
Chair, EAPA Labor Committee
t was a pleasure and an honor to be
appointed by President Dan Lanier
as the new chair of EAPA's Labor
Committee. There is a great deal that
organized labor members can do to
help further the objectives of EAPA,
advance the EAP field, and promote
EAPs within our own unions. My
deepest ambition over the next three
years is to succeed at encouraging
more labor people in the EAP field to
speak out and write about their accomplishments and practices, and about
labor philosophies. In other words, I'd
like us to become more conscientious
about generating good PR.
This is a simple matter of making it
a priority to contribute articles to
MANAGEMENT TRAINING FOR
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

THE
DRYDEN
FILE ~I
O MCMLXXXVIN Motiv{sion, Ltd.

UPDATED WITH NEW FACES, NEW
SETTINGS AND A NEW ENDING.

24 Minutes
Available on 16mm Color'Film
and Video Tape (ail formats).
Previews $25 U.S.
Deductible Upon Purchase
Purchase Price $495 U.S.
Plus Shipping

Motivision, Ltd.
2 Beechwood Road
Hartsdale, N.Y. 10530
Call(914)684.0110

ALSO ASK FOR A COURTESY PREVIEW OF
"EAP-A7 YOUR SERVICE!" TO ENCOURAGE
SELF-REFERRALS. LENGTH:8 MINUTES.
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magazines in the EAP field such as
EAPA Exchange,speak at conferences,
and write for our unions' internal
publications. For example, the Sheet
Metal Workerspublishesaneight-page
monthly tabloid, Focus on Funds. It
runs columns from ourvarious departments, including National Benefit
Funds, National Training Fund, National Energy Management Institute,
and others. With the help ofour internal
communications staff, we write a
monthly EAP column, also.
Inthe Decemberissue,ourcolumn
ran a testimonial by a member 'of
SMWIA's Houston-based local who
overcame a personal substance abuse
problem through our local EAP affiliate. The member described how he
lost control of his substance abuse
problem, approached his supervisor
about it, and was referred to the
Workers Assistance Program of Texas.
He was then sent to an intensive outpatient program, which he successfully completed. He is in recovery
today. Thememberdivulgedhisname
in the article because he was sincere
about encouraging others with problems to self-refer to the program for
help before they lose control of their
situations.
An EAP (or MAP) can't buy better
publicity than that, and we have all
helped union members like him.
Whether it is a testimonial from a
brother or sister or an article about
problems for which the EAP can help
or about miscellaneous other activities
the EAP is involved in, it's all publicity
that helps to accompl ish the objectives
of our programs.
wou Id also I ike to see the Exchange
used more often as a means by which
labor members can communicate with
each other. Instead of using the "On
the Labor Front" column to run testimonials—which would be like
preaching to the converted—I would
like to see more articles about innovations in laborprogramdevelopment,
such as the one in last Month's Exchange about the Laborers' Interna-

tional Union MAP. This column can
also be used to bring labor members
up to speed on current events,such as
a recent strategy session held at the
George Meany Center about workplacesubstance abuse which will run
in next month's issue.
Labor has been a cornerstone of
ALMACA and EAPA since the
association'sformation nearly21 years
ago,and it's up to al l of us to help keep
labor on the front line. Any EAPA
member with news that s/he thinks is
of interest to labor is invited to contact
the Exchange through EAPA headquarters or to correspond with me
directly. My address is 1750 New
York Avenue, NW, Washington, DC
20006-5386.
In otherbusiness, I received a letter
from EAPA Western Region Representative )im Lehman recently. He
described how labor is helping the
Colorado Chapter in very practical
ways. Here is an excerpt from his
letter.
Labor's participation in EAPA has
alwa ys been a mainsta y ofthe association. In many regions such as the
Western Region,Labor's participation
has been very slight. The Colorado
Chapter has been taking steps to correctthat situation. At the present time,
the Colorado Chapter meets in UFCW
Local #7 Union Hall for their monthly
meetings. The chapter has a UAW
member on its executive committee,
its checks are printed bya union printer,
and it banks at the union bank in
Denver. The Colorado Chapter can be
used as a model for other chapters to
get more labor involvement at the local level.
wholeheartedly encourage EAPA
chapters and labor members to work
togetherformutual benefit,suchasthe
Colorado Chapter is doing. This is
what labor unions and,forthat matter,
professional associations,are al I about.
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Valley Hope Is

A Better Way to Manage Chemical Dependency Costs
At Valley Hope, we believe there is a better way for you to manage
or control chemical dependency costs...a better way that is tied
directly to individual recovery and not driven by price.

(QUALITY
INPATIENT
TREATMENT

Outcome and sobriety data that we have gathered over the years
indicate clearly that inpatient treatment does, in fact, work. The
data also clearly show that higher sobriety rates are directly related
to longer periods of inpatient stay - - individuals with 22 or more
days in our treatment program have a significantly higher sobriety
rate than those with fewer days. Persons who stay 29 or more days
have an even higher recovery rate.
How much higher? Data collected for 1989 show sobriety rates were
almost three times higher when the patient staved 22 or more days.
Nearly three times higher!! An initial outcome study of individuals
referred to Valley Hope by an agency or employee assistance
professional reinforces the significantly higher sobriety rate/longer
period of inpatient stay correlation.

SIGNIFICANTLY
HIGHER
RECOVERY
RATE5

Quite simply, Valley Hope is RECOVERY plus...a better way because
you are able to take advantage of a proven inpatient treatment
program at a price that is significantly lower than most - -even less SIGNIFICANTLY
than many intensive outpatient progxams. This is a real plus in
LOWER
today's envirorunent where price often dictates the level of treatment
provided to the alcoholic or drug dependent individual.
COST
There is a better way for you to manage chemical dependency costs.
And that better way is Valley Hope. Call or write us today and put
RECOVERY plus to work for you.

Information
1-800-654-0486
Admissions

VALLEY HOPE
ASSOCIATION

1-800-544-5101
Corporate Office
103 South Wabash
Norton, KS 67654
•KANSAS• •OKLAHOMA•
Cushing
Atchison, Norton
Augusta, Mission
Wichita

Ardmore

Individual Recovery

ASK ABOUT OUR
FLY TO RECOVERY
PROGRAM.. .
GET EXCEPTIONAL
SAVINGS FROM
ANYWHERE IN THE
U.S.

•NEBRASKA•
Alliance

•ARIZONA• •WYOMIIITG•
Cheyenne
Chandler

Years of Commitment

Ce~e~ra~~n~
•MISSOURI•
Boonville

•COLORADO•
Parker

O'1Veill
Lincoln

FAXBACK
SURVEYS

E & T Survey Shovers Member Preferences
he June 1991 issue of the Exchange ran a FAXback Survey
on the education &training
preferences of members. Fifty-six responseswere received. The questions
concernedtheContentArea(s)inwhich
members would most like to have
training available, the format that
training should take, and the relative
i mportance they assign to various types
of education &training.
Of the 56 respondents:
• 37 were CEAPs.
• 48 were individual members.
• 27 were from private/for-profit
organizations, 11 were from private/
nonprofit organizations, 8 were from
state-government organizations, and
the balance were from other types of
organizations.
• 26 worked primarily in internal

"Health Promotion Systems &Services" ~

LOGICAL SYSTEM SOLUTIONS, INC.—
Offers the following computerized systems:
C.T.S.
-Employee Assistance Casc
Tracking
WCOMP
- Workers Compensation
Tracking
UTILITY
-Utilization Review to aid in
Managed Care
sAFENET
-Safety and Facility Tracking
HEALTHTRACK -W21ght, Nutrition and Health

Monitoring
All systems are menu-drive feature installation
and training, and can be easily customized and
integrated with your existing system(s). For
more information contact Ben Borenstein,(800)
421-6429.
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was cited as least-important by 18 respondents.)

EAPs as administrator, manager or
coordinator; 11 worked primarily as
program consultant, manager or serviceprovider(external EAP);11worked
primarily as EAP counselor; 2 as marketing representative; and 1 as therap i st.
Members were asked to rank the
six Content Areas, in order of preference from most important to least important, as the focus on which training
should be available. The overall rank
of each Content Area was determined
in this way: total responses for mostimportant were multiplied by a value
of 6; total next-to-most-important responseswere multiplied by a value of
five; and so forth down to least-important, inwhich total responses were
multiplied by a value of one. Then the
six numbers were added up for an
overall score for each Content Area.
The Content Area receiving highest ranking overall was Content Area
4—EAP Direct Services. (CA4 was
ranked most-importantby 23 people.)
• Second: Content Area 3—EAP
Policy &Administration. (CA3 was
ranked most-importantby 22 people.)
• Third: Content Area 5—Chemica) Dependency and Other Addictions.
• Fourth: Content Area 1 —Work
Organizations.
• Fifth: Content Area 2—Human
Resource Management.
• Sixth: Content Area 6—Personal
and Psychological Problems. (CA6

Asimilarformulawas usedto rank
respondents' preferences for ninetypes
of education &training, inwhicheach
type was rated from most-importantto
least-important. There were nine categories presented for ranking in this
FAXback query.The h ighest-rated type
of education &training cited by respondents was Chapter or local conferences/seminars/courses. Thirteen
respondents ranked it as most-important.
• Second: Regional conferences/
seminars/courses.
• Third: Non-credit seminars
(PDH-approved) of up to two days in
duration.
• Fourth: National conferences/
seminars/courses.
• Fifth: Non-creditseminars(PDH-

approved) longer than two days.
•Sixth: Off-campus college credit
courses leading to a degree.
• Seventh: On-campus college
credit courses which lead to a degree.
• Eighth: On-campus college
credit courses which are not degreeoriented.
• Ninth: Off-campus college
credit courses which are no degree
oriented.
Respondents also rated the formats
in which theywould liketrainingto be
provided.(Morethanoneformatcould
be selected.) The formats, along with
the number of times each was cited,
was as follows:
• Seminars (42).

• Videotapes (33).
• University-based courses (30).
• Self-study guides (28).
These resu Its, along with other survey data and information, are being
used by the Education &Training
Committee to create professional-development plans for EAPA. The Exchange appreciates members' response to the June FAXback Survey
and others that are published periodiCa~ ~y.
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o matter whether you're a Fortune
500 company or a smaller
company that cares about its
employees, Greenleaf's regional
treatment centers are responsive to your
employees' needs.
Greenleaf believes in quality care
and has pioneered holistic treatment,
which includes recovery programs to
meet patients' mind, body, and spiritual
needs. Greenleaf has treated thousands
of employees, helped them overcome
psychiatric or chemical dependency
problems, and they have returned
successfully to the workplace.
Greenleaf's crisis telephone service
is available 7 days a week, 24 hours a
day. Greenleaf is ready to help.

Regional Centers
Serving the Nation
ANEW BEGINNING

G ~

EAFo CENT,~N~.

A REGIONAL PSYCHIATRIC AND CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY HOSPITAL

<'ort Oglethorpe, Georgia
1-800-982-9922 • (401) 861-4357
Valdosta, Georgia
1-800-247-2747 • (912) 247-4357
Killeen, Texas
1-800-553-4033 • (817) 554-5800
,Jonesboro, Arkansas
1-800-852-4321 • (501) 932-2800
CORPORATE OFFICE

Chattanooga, 7Cennessee
(615) 870-5110

A Novel Ex periment in

Consortium-Model Programming
at CA DA
BY SUSAN A. BERGER, ED. D. AND ELENA BROWN

ne of the progressive
grassroots organ izations to
emerge from the drug-free
workplace movement in
the United States is the Corporation
Against DrugAbuse(CADA). CADA is
firmly committed to EAPs as a primary
means of helping employers respond
to problems related to substance abuse
in the workplace. In fact, it has established aproject called the Washington
Employer Resource Consortium
(WERC) to provide EAP services to a
segment of the business community
largely unserved in the Capital area—
small employers.'
CADA's decision to proceed with a
consortium was based on research
data derived from a survey of area
small employers it undertook in 1990.2
The purpose of the survey was to learn
about the experiences of small businesses in providing substance abuse
programs and related health insurance
benefits to employees. Among the
findings were these:

• Out of a stratified sample of
4,100 small employers significant
percentage of employers required to
complywith the Drug-Free Workplace
Act-36%—had no substance abuse
policy. The lack of a policy, it bears
mentioning, is in violation of federal
aw.
• The overwhelming majority of
respondents agreed that substance
abuse is a national problem.
•The majority of smal I employers
surveyed provided health insurance
for their employees. Sixty percent
(60%)ofthese employers covered most
of their employees with traditional
indemnity coverage.
• Data revealed that substance
abuse treatment did not appear to be a
standard part of their health plans.
•The majority of respondents said
they would consider joint purchasing
for health insurance, and about 50%
would consider joint purchasing for
mental health/substance abuse coverage.

CADA was one of 25 drug-free workplace programs highlighted in the article "State
Initiatives Take the Drug-Free Workplace from Washington, D.C. to Main Street USA,"
which ran in the November 1990 issue of the Exchange, pp. 18-23. CADA is a nonprofit
corporation that has received financial support for the WERC project from the Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation. Implementation funding has been provided tothe consortium,
although continuing operations will be financed by fees derived from participants in the
consortium.

CADA's members are employers of all sizes and, because of the Corporation's high
visibility in the Washington, DC business community, provides substantial outreach for
WERC.
z The survey was conducted by the independent consulting firm of Arthur Andersen & Co.,
in conjunction with CADA.
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To helpsmall businessessolvetheir
problems in addressing substanceabuseand health-benefit problems, in
June 1991 CADA announced the creation of WERC to enable small employers in the region to purchase
quality, cost-effective EAP and related
services.
Small employersarea unique breed
of business. The survey showed they

have five significant characteristics.
They are:
• Diversity. Small firms are highly
diverse, representing many different
industries, sizes and organizational
cultures.
• Resource scarcity. Ninety-five
percent (95%)of all small employers
have fewer than 100 employees and,
therefore, have a scarcity of time,staff
and disposable money.
• Lack of expertise. Smal ler firms
often lack in-house human resource
expertise to identify and contract for
EAPs and other specialized programs
to meet their staff development needs.
• Need for simplicity. They require user-friendly information and
easily accessible services.
• Dispersion. Since they are geographically dispersed, they can be
more efficiently reached through industry and trade associations than
through individual contact.
In spite of their diversity and geographical dispersion, they need to be
aggregated into a larger group to create economies of scale in order to
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Drug Testing

~ Technical consultation
1 Informational seminars
~ Quarterly newsletter
~ Comprehensive library
~ Networking
opportunities
~ Membership directory
~ Referrals to related
services

~ Specimen
collection sites
1 Analysis &confirmation
Med~ltsl review of
~
1Choiceofpanelsofdrugs
~ Confidential reporting

reduce per-capita costs to levels comparable to those of large employers.
At the same time, they need flexible
services which can be purchased on
an incremental basis as the needs are
recognized and funds become available. Furthermore, small businesses
need a great deal of education and
assistance to understand drug-free
workplace issues and to select responsive services.
INNOVATIONS
WERC's model of service delivery departs from many traditional EAP consortia by incorporating the following
features,tailored for small businesses.
• Membership benefits. Unlike
traditional EAP consortia, small businesses may join WERC for a nominal
annual membership fee and immediately have access to the professional
expertise they requ i re to assist i n identifying needs and resources. Prior to
purchasing any EAP or other services,
members of WERC receive an "organizational audit" to review their substance abuse policies and programs,
health benefits and employee characteristics. WERCstaffthenrecommends
appropriate services and a plan to
educatethem aboutworkplace issues.
By doing so, WERC provides the services and simultaneously promotes
EAPs.3

'
WERC's staff consists ofa fu I I-ti me project
director, afull-time EAP professional, a
full-time administrative assistant, a parttime finance manager, and several parttimeconsultants provid ingservices related
to employee assistance, training and marketing.
18

Employee Assistance Services

Benefits of
Membership

EAPA EXCHANGE

1 Consultation on policy &program development
►Supervisory &management training
~ Employee education
~ Client case management
124-hour crisis line
+3 counseling sessions
►Monitoring &reporting
~ Assessment, referral and follow up

• Unbundled services. Because of
the scarcity of resources and frequent
lackofhuman resourceexpertise,small
businesses have a greater immediate
need for the "front-end" services—
policy consultation, manager and supervisor training and employee education—that support EAP utilization.
In fact, many small companies may
not initiallydesire EAP services, butdo
want help in developing a policy or
educating their employees about the
dangers of drug abuse. Therefore,
these EAP components may be purchased separately even before a decision to implement an EAP has been
made.
These services are also provided as
part of a comprehensive EAP package
that includesclinical case management
(assessment,referral and follow up)for
a wide variety of personal problems.
The option to purchase services
separately allows flexibility and the
chance for employers to do what they
feel they can afford at any particular
time. Although our goal is to promote
the full EAP package, CADA believes
that first engaging employers "where
they're at" is an effective strategy to
accomplish it. Initially,this may mean
helping small companies through
policy development and education.
The benefits ofimplementingan EAP—
whichmay notbe initiallyapparentto
the employer—often come later.
• Aggregated training and education. In order to create efficiency,
training and education often involve
aggregating several small companies
into one group program, in a convenient central location. These are promoted as networking opportunities as
well, which many small employers
seek, since they and their staffs often

Managed Mental
Health Benefits
~ Coverage for mental
health, alcohol and sub(carve out) including Int
patient, Outpatient and
Alternative Treatment
X24-hourtelephonereferral service
~ Assistance in arranging
care
1 Review and approval of
appropriate care
~I Coordination of benefits

feel isolated. In addition, because
smallfirmsoften lackhumanresources
departments, WERC plans seminars
and conferences on industry trends for
health and mental health issues, as
well as training on management issues, as requested by its members.
The employee-education and supervisor-training seminars are held
approximately monthly for audiences
of no more than 50 people. They are
usually held at locations where space
is provided by work organizations on
CADA's Board of Directors.
•EAP preferred provider network.
In response to the geographical and
cultural diversity of area small businesses, WERC selected four EAP providerswho serve as "preferred providers." Thesefirmswereselectedthrough
an extensive proposal-evaluation
process to assure member companies
ofa consistent level ofquality services.
Companiesareassignedtothe provider
which best meeds their needs, and
WERC has negotiated favorable rates.
By including several providers in a
network,WERC has established ateam
to work cooperatively in planning and
implementing the EAP for consortium
members.
• Division of labor. A unique feature of this model is that the four EAP
firms providing services are responsible only for case management and
not the other front-end components of
the EAP package. In this way, WERC
can support the role of EAPs as
gatekeepers and allow them to focus
on assuring appropriate referral and
utilization of treatment resources,
consistent with trends in managing
benefits costs effectively. This arrangementalso helps keep the costs of
the EAP services down, because the
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provider responsibilities have been
reduced and supplemented by WERC
staff.
• Monitoring and evaluation.
WERC's EAP providers will play an
active role in monitoring, data collection and evaluation as the program
develops. Four Washington-area EAP
firms are used, which are: Employee
Assistance Service, Inc.; Enhance EAP,
of Alexandria Hospital; Employee Assistance Program Services, of Montgomery General Hospital, Inc; and
Sheppard Pratt Hospital EAP. Data on
referrals, treatment resources, utilization, patterns, relapse and return to
work will be shared and evaluated as
a team to identify ways to be more
effective case managers. By doing so,
WERC hopes to show how EAPs fit into
the larger health care delivery system
for management of mental-health and
substance-abuse problems.
• Additional services. While al I of
the above adaptations are intended to
better respond to the needs of small
employers, our market research also
indicated that these businesses want
and need technical assistance in several other areas related to providing a
drug-free workplace. For example,
many of these businesses are governmentcontractors and have to conform
to drug-testing requirements. They
need consultation on the appropriate
type of program needed to comply
with regulations, as well as advice on
how to write their policies and what, if
any, liability issues they should be
aware of in planning and implementing phases. These are highly specialized areas requiring knowledge and
expertise about substance abuse in the
workplace that are provided by professional WERC staff.
In addition, WERC members can
benefit from economies of scale in the
purchase of drug-testing services. By

negotiating with a selected NIDA-approved laboratory, WERC will soon
offer savings to its members who wish
to perform preemployment, periodic,
post-accident and probable-cause
testi ng. W ERC-contracted services wi
include various panels of drugs specificallydesigned to identify the drugs
of abuse most prevalent in the employed population, convenient specimen collection sites and the services
of an independent medical review
officer.
•Community education and outreach. WERC's innovative programs
and approach rely heavily on a marketing strategy which provides for
continuing education about the problems of substance abuse in the workplace, the ways it can affect the productivityand profitability of the small
business, andthetestimonialsofthose
small employers who are "true believers" in EAPs and other drug-free
workplace programs. WERC has engaged score group of business leaders
to promote membership and works
with a variety oftrade and professional
associations to provide outreach and
education to their members.

SUSAN A. BERGER,
ED.D. is vice president of workplace
programs for CADA.
+~~ -:~;
~~ '
She is responsible for
(~~~'' ~
policy and program
developmentfordrug
testing, EAPs and
managedhealth care.
Dr. Bergeralsodirects
a project grant from the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation to develop and test
new approaches for providing drug-free
workplace programs for small employers.

ELENA BROWN,
CEAP is director of
program operations
for CADA's newly
established Washing~, .
ton Employer Re'`~
source Consortium.
She performs organizational audits and
v
program/policy consultations and oversees the delivery of
training/education andEAPservicestosmall
employers. Brown is also treasurer of the
EAPA Washington, DC Chapter.

"...program development is based on
research about small
businesses that has
enabled WERC to
aggregate small,
independent companies
into a heterogeneous
group..."

MANAGED CARE SERVICES
WERC's model recognizes that EAPs
and drug testing are two types of detection and early-intervention programs. However, our initial study
showed that many small employers
inadequate mental health/substance
abuse benefits to cover the cost of
treatment recommended for people
who have been identified through these
programs. Therefore, WERC has contractedwith amanaged mental health
plan to provide specialized substance
abuse treatment as an adjunct benefits
program to the EAP. By doing so, we
have developed an integrated continuum of services.
In WERC's model,the EAP focuses
on client needs through assessment
and referral. If the EAP is indeed an
effective gatekeeper, it also manages
utilization of resources, matching the
client's needs with the appropriate
facility and services. Implicitly, this
function affects benefits costs and,
ultimately,employercosts. Additional
cost effectiveness is achieved through
the managed mental health plan covering treatment. The plan utilizes a
management information system to
measure efficiency and assure appropriate utilization of services.

THE CHALLENGE CONTINUES
The consortium's program development isbased on research about smal
businesses that has enabled WERC to
aggregate small, independent companies into a heterogeneous group
with the leverage to negotiate with
insurers, EAP providers and drugtesting labs for competitive rates and
high-quality benefits programs.
WERC has learned that in the best
of times, EAPs have had to overcome
denial, lack of information and
knowledge, and resistance to paying
for what many employers believe is a
secondary benefit with little proven
cost-benefit. With a recession continuing for the near future, with cutbacks and layoffs, these are not the
best of times. Survival requires creativity, innovation, adaptability and
patience. WERC's model is, in some
respects, an experiment in using new
ways of promoting a valuable service
to small employers. The continuing
challenge is to, first, get them to acknowledge the value of the service
~
and, second, to act on it.
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SmalI grouP health insurance
reform biI Is com pared
SIDE-BY-SIDE COMPARISONS PROVIDE INSIGHTS, ANALYSIS

n the Exchange's continuing coverage of health
care reform legislation this month, three bills
containing health care insurance reform measures
for small business are compared below. Side-byside comparisons are made for: H.R. 2535, The
Pepper Commission Health Care Access and Reform
Act of 1991, introduced by Rep. Henry Waxman (DCA); H.R. 3626, The Health Insurance Reform and
Cost Containment Act of 1991, introduced by Rep.
Dan Rostenkowski (D-IL); and S. 1872, The Better
Access to Affordable Health Care Act of 1991,
introduced by Sen. Lloyd Bensten (D-TX).
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Essentially, these bills only require that health
insurance coverages be extended to small employers
according to certain restrictions, explained below.
They don't, for instance, specify pooling arrangements by which the coverage would be provided.
However, passage of any of the bills may necessitate
pooling arrangements in order to extend coverages.
In December, the push for small group health
insurance reform was given some momentum when
a presidential commission recommended action on
this issue, along with health insurance for school-age
children and the proliferation of malpractice lawsuits.
i~
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Application

All small employer plans
must meet "basic standard"

Insurers must offer the
"standard" plan to all small
employers

Insurers must offer the
"standard" plan and the
"basic" plan to all small
employers

Small group defined

1 -100 employees

2-SO employees

2-50 employees

State insurance mandates

Preempted for all small
employers

Preempted for the "standard"
plan only

Preempted for the
"standard" and "basic"
plans

Enrollment

Guarantee issue*
All employer plans

Guarantee issue*
All small employer plans

Guarantee availability*
States can choose from
several models
"Standard" and "basic"
plans intended to be
guaranteed available

"'Guarantee issue" means that if an insurer offers a health plan to
one employer, it must be offered to all employers (or else a segment
of employers, such as small employers, as specified in the bile.
"Guarantee availability" means that any specialized kind of coverage
(e.g. substance abuse) must be available from at least one insurer.
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Provision

Pepper Comm

Bentsen

Rostenkowski

Guarantee eligibility

All employer plans

All small employer plans

All small employer plans

Benefit design

"Basic" plan covers:
inpatient mental health 45
days/year
outpatient mental health 25
visits/year with special 50%
coinsurance
unlimited hospital care
unlimited physician care
unlimited diagnostic tests
preventive/prenata I/we
child

"Standard" plan covers:
inpatient mental health 190
day/lifetime in freestanding
psychiatric hospital
outpatient mental health;
unlimited visits with special

"Standard" plan covers:
inpatient mental health
45 days/year
outpatient mental health;
20 visits/year with special
50% coinsurance
unlimited hospital care
unlimited physician care
unlimited diagnostic tests
preventive/prenatal/wel

$250/$500 deductible
20% coinsurance for most
services
no cost sharing for preventive care
$3,000 limit on cost sharing

Promotion of

Federal certification of

managed care

managed care/UR
Federal standards preempt
state laws regulating
managed care/UR

Maximum premium
variation
State mandates

50% coinsurance (per
Medicare)
90 days inpatient per spell of
illness; 60-day lifetime
reserve
unlimited hospital services
for children
unlimited physician care
unlimited diagnostic tests
preventive/prenatal/wel

child
$250/$500 deductible
Medicare coinsurance for
most services
no cost sharing for preventive care
no coinsurance for inpatient
pediatric services
$2,500/$3,000 limit on cost
sharing

child
$400/$700 deductible, or
1 %/2% of wages
20% coinsurance for
most services
no cost sharing for
preventive care
$3,000 or 10% of wages
limit on cost sharing
"Basic" plan covers
hospital care, physician
services, diagnostic tests,
and preventive services.
Amount, scope and
duration unspecified;
cost sharing unspecified.

N/A

Federal certification of
managed care/UR
Federal standards preempt
state laws regulating
managed care/UR

1.32:1

2:1

Not limited

Preempted for all small
employers

Preempted for the "standard"
plan only

Preempted for the
"standard" and "basic"
plans only

STATUS OF BILLS: At the Exchange's dead I i ne, no action was taken by Congress on any of the three bi I Is. AI I have been referred
to appropriate committees. Action is expected during 1992 on small group health insurance reform, health care affordability
and affordability, and national health care. NOTE: In addition to those listed above, other provisions by which the bills vary
include preexisting conditions, rating by health status, rating by demographic factors, age/sex, industry, geography, limits across
blocks, and renewals.
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OSHA issues rules protect workers from
AIDS and hepititis

The

Department of Labor's
Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA)
issued rules on December 2 which
would protect workers from
infection by AIDS or hepatitis
virus. The rules, which singled out
the offices of doctors, dentists,
hospitals, funeral parlors and
firehouses, require employers to
provide workers with training,
protecting, clothing, punctureproof recepticles for contaminated
supplies and, in the case of
hepatitis, vaccination against the
virus. In announcing the new
rule, Assistant Secretary of Labor
Gerald F. Scannell stated that
although previous rulings required
protective devices, there was little
compliance.
The new rules will be more
strictly enforced. The annual
estimated cost for employers is
$1,100 for a doctor's office and
$872 for a dentist's office. The
ruling will go into effect in March
1992. OSHA predicts that the
regulations will prevent 200
deaths and 9,200 blood-borne
infections a year. Anyone wanting
a copy of the standards should
contact: OSHA Office of Publications, U.S. Department of Labor,
Room N3101, 200 Constitution
Avenue, NW, Washington, DC
20210;(202)523-9667.
In other news, the Centers for
Disease Control (CDC) recently
announced it is dropping its plan
to list procedures that health
workers, infected with the AIDS
virus, should not perform. According to a New York Times report,
the draft guidelines from CDC
suggest the emphasis will be on
identifying—on a case-by-case
basis—infected health workers
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who do not meet standards of
infection control or whose stamina
or mental state makes them unfit
to practice. Local panels will
determine whether individual
workers are fit to perform particular invasive procedures.

President Bush meets
with small business
group on HC reform

On

December 13, President
Bush met with srriall business leaders from four groups to
hear about their ideas on health
care reform. The groups were
Cleveland's Council of Smaller
Enterprises (COSE), Cleveland
Health Quality Choice, Florida
Health Access Inc., and Custom
Care, an insurance program
sponsored by Prudential and
Southwestern Bell. COSE is a
coalition of 10,000 small businesses that has succeeded at
keeping insurance costs low.

Examination Date:
Cut-off Date:

May 9, 1992
March 15, 1992

Examination Date:
Cut-off Date:

November 14, 1992
September, 28, 1992

for information
write the EAP Association, Attn: EACC
4601 North Fairfax Drive, Suite 1001
Arlington, VA 22203
or call: (703) 522-6272

The meeting was President
Bush's first with outside groups
on health care reform. He is
expected to comment on health
care reform during his State of
the Union address on January
28.

National Institute on

Mental Health
announces managed
care grant program
The U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services is developing
a new program entitled "Research
on Managed Mental Health Care."
Grant applications are being
accepted for a projected start date
of July 1, 1992. Applications may
seek funding for up to five years.
The announcement includes
the following areas of interest:
• Access to and provision of
mental health care in managed
care settings by patients with
various types of mental disorders
• Comparisons of access to
mental health care under managed
care systems and other types of
systems
• Availability and effectiveness
of different treatment modalities
under managed care, as compared
to other systems
• Quality of mental health care
delivered in managed care
systems, as compared with other
systems
• Patient outcomes in managed care systems, as compared to
other systems
• Provider-patient relationships
in a managed mental health care
program
• Financial impact of managed
care on patient, mental health
providers and payoers
• Methodological studies

linking the measurement of
services provided under managed
care systems with clinical outcomes and costs
•Changing roles of mental
health providers under various
types of managed care arrangements
• Appropriateness, use and
effects of clinical criteria in mental
health utilization review programs
For more information, contact:
Paul Widem, Chief, or Agnes
Rupp, Ph.D., Mental Healfh
Economics Research Program,
National Institute of Mental
Health, 5600 Fishers Lane, Room
18C-14, Rockville, MD 20857;
(301) 443-4233.

1he voice
of freedom
never faltered,
even thou
it stuttere .
Winston Churchill was perhaps the
most stirring, eloquent speaker of this
cetttury. He also stuttered.
If you stutter, you should know
about Churchill. Because his life is proof
that, with the will to achieve, a speech
impediment is no impediment.
Learn about the many ways you
can help yourself or your child. Because
your finest hour lies ahead.
Write us for more information.
STUTTERING
FOUNDATION
OF AMERICA
A Non-Proh't Organization
Since 1947 —
Helping TMse Who Stutter

P.O. Box 11749 ~ Memphis, TN 38111.0749

Hyland Center...The 86-bed facility provides effective alcoholism/
chemical dependency treatment for adults. Specialized services include
stabilization/evaluation, cocaine dependency, dual diagnosis, impaired
medical/health professionals and relapse treatment programs.
St. Anthony's Psychlatrlc Center...As the area's leader in private
psychiatric treatment, the 152-bed facility has 10 specialized units:
Stabilization/Evaluation, Anxiety Disorders, Dual Diagnosis, Eating Disorders, Intensive Care, Intermediate Care, Mood and Thought Disorders, Senior Stress, Sexual Trauma and Stress.
Hyland Chlld and Adolescent Center...Designed specifically for the
treatment of children and adolescents, the 126-bed facility provides
nine units: Stabilization/Evaluation, Chemical Dependency, Dual
Diagnosis, Eating Disorders, Pediatric Psychiatry, Preadolescent,
Psychiatric, Psychiatric Intensive Care and Sexual Trauma.
You have an option when you call St Anthony's Medical Center. We of/er inpatient,
partial hospitalization, and day and evening outpatient treatment programs.
For more detailed program Information, or to schedule an
evaluation or admission,.call 314/525-4400 or toll free 1800 525-2032.

St. Anthony's Medical Center
10010 Kennerly Road • St. Louis, Mlssour163128
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Assuring Adeauate Benefits is First Hurdle

for Small-Em ptoyer EAP Services
EAPs, medical benefits (shown highlighted) are often lacking. This sug-

EAP professionals know that half
the battle in providing effective
EAPservicesistoassurethatclient
organizations have adequate
benefits coverages and limits to pay for
necessary counselingortreatment. The
Bureau of Labor Statistics, a part of the
U.S. Department of Labor, has released
new data in a 99-page bulletin entitled
"Employee Benefits in Small Private Establishments, 1990."
As the chart at right shows, small
establishments, defined as work organizations with fewer than 100 employees, provide benefits to employees less frequently than do larger es-

~
Percent offull-time employees particigating in benefit plans
Medium
small
and ~a►~e
aenefit
Paid holidays
Paid vacations
Unpaid maternity
leave
Medical care
Life insurance
Retirement plan

tablishments. Of particularconcernto

Establishments,
1990

Establis
ments,
1989

84%
88

97%
97

17
69
64
42

37
92
94
g~

Bests that EAP firms wanting to serve
small employers may have an extra
hurdle to cross by convincing employers to enhance their health plans
before actually selling EAP services.
(Comparable data, by the way, were
not available on the adequacy of
benefits between smal I and larger
employers. One could speculate that

they would yield additional discrepancies.)
The chart below shows various
medical benefits provided by small
employers. Most benefit plans provide
mental health,alcohol abuse and drug
abusetreatmentbenefits,althoughthey

were generallysubjecttomuch higher

Percent of full-time participants by coverage for selected categories of care, small establishments, 1990
Category of

Care not

Care provided

medical care

Hospital room and board

Hospitalization—
miscellaneous services
Extended care facility
Home health care
Hospice
Surgery
Inpatient
Outpatient
Physician visits
In hospital
Office
Disagnostic X-ray
and laboratory

provided

All

Covered
in full

subjeccto
internal
limits only

Subjec~co
overall
limits only

100

13

3

57

Subjeccco
internal
and overall
limits
26

100
83
79
51

13
4
14
4

3
12
7
5

58
12
16
20

26
54
42
22

100
100

23
27

0.5
0.5

69
64

7
8

100
100

16
5

0.5
11

71
76

13
7

0.5

100

21

1

67

11

-

96

2

20

64

10

4

98
96

1
0.5

17
17

8
1

72
77

2
4

97
78
72

5
1
1

13
11
14

14
7
4

64
59
53

3
22
28

94
73
68

5
1
1

13
11
13

12
4
3

63
57
51

6
27
32

-

17
21
49

Prescription drugs—
nonhospital

Mental health care
In hospital
Outpatient

Alcohol abuse treatment
Inpatient detoxification
Inpatient rehabilitation
Outpatient rehabilitation
Drug abuse treatment
Inpatient detoxification
Inpatient rehabilitation
Outpatient rehabilitation

■Internal limits apply to individual categories of care, e.g. separate limits or benefits for hospitalization. Limits may be set in terms of dollar ceilings on benefits, coinsurance, or as
deductible or copayments. ■Overall limits are expressed only in terms of total benefits payable under the plan, rather than for individual categories of care.■Where 0.5% is shown,
the actual percentage is actual) less than 0.5%, but more than 0.0%.■Detoxification is defined as the systematic use of medication and other methods under medical supervision to
reduce or eliminate the effects of substance abuse. Rehabilitation is designed to alter abusive behavior in patients once they are free of acute physical and mental complications.
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Medical care benefits:.Percent offull-time
participants by type of fee arrangement,
small establishments,1990
fee-for-service plans 7~1%

Preferral provider
~ organizations
13%
Health
maintenance

care

Out~~atient
care

With coverage
Covered the same as
other illnesses
Subject to separate
limitations
Limit on days
per year
per confinement
~~er lifetime
Limit on dollars

98

97

12

~

B5
47
44
3
1
55

per day

0.5
17
47
14

95
35
34
~•5
0.5
~~
~~
54
63

26

~5

3
2

9
3

f-losei[a

per year
per lifetime
Coinsurance limit
Ceiling on out-of-pocket
expenses does not apply
Separate co~ayment or
deductible
Without coverage

internal and overall coverage limits
than other forms of medical care.
The BLS data also show that separate deductibles for various medical
benefits were common,as were h igher
deductibles. The average annual deductible in 1990 for participants in
plans with overall limits was $197.
Also, four out of five participants in
plans with overall deductibles had to
meet both individual and family
deductibles. Most commonly,family
deductibles were equal to two or three
times the individual deductibles.
The pie chart shows that most
employees working for small employersare covered by traditional feefor-service plans. Comparable data
were not available for larger employers.
The other two charts above show
benefit coverages and limitations for
mental health and alcohol abuse
treatment. (The data on drug abuse
treatment are very similar to those of
alcohol abuse treatment,and therefore
are not reprinted in this brief article.) It

~

Medical care benefits: Percent of full-time parorganizations
ticipinCS in plans with alcohol abuse treatment ben
~4/o
efits by extent of benefits, small establishments, 1990

Medical care benefits: Percent offull-time
participants in plans with mental health benefits,
1990
Coverage limitation

~

Coverage limitation

With coverage
Covered the same as
other diseases
Subject to separate
limitations
Limit on days
per year
per confinement
per lifetime
Limit on dollars
per day
per year
per lifetime
Lower coinsurance rate
Ceiling on out-of-pocket
expenses does not apply
Separate copayment or
deductible
Witho~rt coverage

is striking that the vast majority of
coverage fortreatmentofthese illnesses
was separate from other illnesses.
Further, plan coverages for alcoholabuseand drug-abusetreatmenttended
to favor inpatient care.
For mental health coverage, plans
commonly limited the duration of
hospital stays (often to 30 or 60 days
per year, compared to 120, 365 or
unl invited daysfor other it Inesses), and
sometimes imposed a separate, lower,
maximum on covered hospital expenses(such as a lifetime maximum of
$50,000). For alcohol abuse and drug
abusetreatment, pianswere also more
restrictive than other illnesses. Limitations most commonly included restrictions on the number of days of
inpatient hospital care per year, the
number of outpatient visits per year,
reduced coinsurance levels for outpatienttreatment, and maximum dollaramounts per year or per lifetime. A
typical limitation on inpatient care
was 30 days per year. Similarly, outpatientcaremight have been restricted

Inpatient
detoxification

Outpatient
c,re

99

BO

74

28

11

6

72
46
36
7
6
39
1
14
30
11

69
44
3G
5
B
39
1
14
30
11

68
25
22
0.5
3
50
13
33
27
28

1B

18

2£3

2
1

2
20

5
26

Inpatient
detoxification

to 20 or 30 visits per year. Dollar
maximums were often combined between inpatient and outpatient care,
with $50,000 per lifetime a common
limit. Finally, limitations on days and
dollars were often combined for alcohol and drug abuse care.
The BLS study also took note of
utilization-review activities, although
no accompanying charts are shown
here. BLS notes that most managed
care programs consist of preadmission
reviews for nonemergency and
nonmaternitycare,eoncurrentreviews
for hospitalizations,discharge planning
for transferral to other health care
settings,and secondsurgical opinions.
One-fourth of fee-for-service participants had their care subject to UR,
compared to three-tenths of PPO participants.
Persons wanting to order the BLS
bulletin "Employee Benefits in Small
Private Establishments, 1990"(Bulletin 2388) can do so by calling BLS's
Chicago officeat(312)353-0614. The
i~
charge is $5.
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The Small Business Administration
is Available as a
Helping Resource
BY PATRICIA SAIKI

ne ofthe most serious challenges facing small businesses today is the fight
against substance abuse in
the workplace. Substance abuse, including both alcohol and illicit drug
use, costs our economy as much as
$100 billion annually in lost productivity and wages. According to the
National Institute on Drug Abuse
(NIDA), drug users are more likely to
have lengthy absences from work,
more likely to injure themselves or a
coworker, and are more likely to file a
workers'compensation claimthan are
drug-free workers. Data further show
thatthe average costto the employer is
$7,000 per abuser each year. Yet very
few small businesses have anti-substance abuse programs in place. As
most large companies are implementing such programs, small businesses
are increasingly being left behind.
Recognizing the significant contributions the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) can make in helping small firms meet this challenge,
SBA has become an active participant
on the federal drug fighting team. The
SBA was created in 1953 to assist and
cou nsel the mi I I ions ofAmerican smal
businesses that form the backbone of
the American economy. As partofthis
mission, the SBA will be undertaking
initiatives to help small business
ownerseradicate substance abusefrom
their workplaces. Working with the
26
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Presidents Office of National Drug
Control Policy, the Department of Labor, and other federal agencies, the
SBA is responding to the needs of
small businesses inthis importantarea.
There is no question that our efforts
in the coming years must concentrate
on the small business workplace. A
1988 survey by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics found that while 71% of the
nation's largest businesses (with more
than 1000 employees) provide employee assistance programs to their
workers, only 5% of small businesses
(with fewer than 50 workers) offer
similar programs.
Employee substance abuse is a parPATRICIA SAIKI is

administrator of the
U. S. Small Business
Administration,
where she directs a
comprehensive array
of programs and services designed to
promote and expand
U. S. small businesses. She is a former Congresswomen
from Hawai i(1987-91),where she worked
on financial issues key to the small business commun ity as amember ofthe House
Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs Committee
The SBA has approximately 5,000 employees in nearly 100 offices across the
country.

titular threat to the future viability of
American small business. Economists
at the SBA have conducted an indepth examination of the changes
facingsmall businessesasweapproach
the21stCentury. Wefindthatincreasing productivity is the key to small
business success in the 1990s. Yet
employee substance abuse precludes
gains in productivity.
Moreover,as most large compan ies
are implementing anti-drug programs
and, in particular, drug screening for
job applicants, small businesses will
increasingly serve as the last resort for
drug-abusing job applicants. A drugabusingjobseekerwill notevenbother
applying at a Fortune 500 company
that screens applicants for drug abuse,
but will instead turn to the small business that has no anti-drug program.
Given these facts, it is not surprising
that the nearly 2,000 delegates to the
1986 White House Conference on
Small Business voted drugs in the
workplace as one of the top crucial
issues facing small business.
The problem of drugs in the workplace is an ever-increasing concern
for small businesses. Drug users are
not confined to the unemployment
i nes. N I DA reports that 68 percent of
all illegal drug users are employed
either full- orpart-time—roughly nine
million working drug abusers. While
there are no hard statistical data on
how many of these abusers are em-

ployed by small businesses, we know
that small businesses employ 58% of
the nation's workforce. Thistranslates
into over five million drug abusers
working in small businesses.
This may well be a conservative
estimate, as those employees at most
risk for substance abuse are more I i kely
to be employed by small, rather than
large, firms. For example, small businessesemploy agreater percentage of
young workers than do large firms,
and surveys show that, in general.,
marijuana and cocaine abuse are more
prevalent in young workers. NIDA

estimates that one in every five workers ages 18-25 and one in every eight
workers ages 26-34 use drugs on the
job.
A follow-up survey conducted by
BLS in 1990 showed that while more
businesses, both large and smal I, were
implementing anti-drug programs, a
significant number of small firms that
had programs in 1988 had dropped
them by 1990. The 1990 follow-up
survey revealed that 36% of the small
businesses with EAPs in 1988 dropped

them by 1990 —this compares to a
drop-out rate of just 6% among large
firms. The reasons behind this were
not explored in the follow-up survey.
Further research is needed to determine why small firms were eliminating their anti-drug programs.
EAPs are a critical element of a
successful anti-substance abuse program in the workplace. EAPs offer
both a compassionate and cost-effectivemeansfor hel pi ng employees deal
with their problems. They offer a wide
range of services including education,
information on treatment centers, and
short-term,confidential counseling. It
is estimated that for every dollar an
employer invests in an EAP, the savings range from $5 to $16 in reduced
absenteeism, improved productivity
and a safer working environment.
As part of the federal drug control
team,the SBA'S efforts primari ly focus
on education, information dissemination and research. Utilizing the SBA's

message if it comes from a local small
business colleague, rather than just
from the federal government. The
SBA is organizing the coalition and
will facilitate referralsto inquiringsmall
businesses.

EDUCATION OF SBA
EMPLOYEES AND SCORE
COUNSELORS

"...SBA will ensure that
small business owners
have ready access to
information on substance
abuse-related topics,
including information
on EAP resources."
extensive network of over 100 field
offices nationwide, wewill ensurethat
small business owners have ready
access to information on substance
abuse-related topics, including information on EAP resources. We will
also engage our significant research
capabilities to undertake needed research into the effects of substance
abuse on our small business community. The following are a few of SBA's
planned anti-substance abuse initiatives.

"STOP DRUGS" COALITION
STOP DRUGS (Small businesses Togetherand Organized to Prevent Drugs
in the workplace) will be an SBAorganized national coalition of small
businesses that have implemented
successful anti-drug programs and are
willing to share their experiences to
assist other small businesses in their
communities.
Through this coalition,the SBAwill
enable small business owners to help
othersmall businessowners. I believe
that a small business owner will likely
be more receptive to an anti-drug

With over 100 field offices nationwide,there isperhaps noother federal
agency wh ich has more d i rect contact
with small business owners than does
SBA. SBA employees will be kept
informed of our substance-abuse relatedactivities and resourc~stowhich
they can refer small business owners
looking for help infighting substance
abuse.
SBA is also enlisting SCORE (Service Corps of Retired Executives) — a
13,000 person volunteer program with
over 7501ocations—in thefightagainst
substance abuse in the workplace.
SCORE volunteers provide one-onone counseling for small business
owners,and SBAwill educate SCORE
counselors sothey,too,can help smal
business owners who need help
maintaining or establishing drug-free
workplaces.

DISTRIBUTION OF
PUBLICATIONS TO FIELD
OFFICES
SBA's field offices serve as a primary
means for disseminating information
tothesmallbusinesscommunity. SBA
is working with the Alcohol, Drug
Abuse, and Mental Health
Administration's Office of Substance
Abuse Prevention to provide each SBA
field office with publications addressingsubstance abuse in the workplace.
We are also planning to distribute
publications to small businesses already participating in SBA's financial
assistance and business development
programs.
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SBA'S ANSWER DESK
Since 1982,SBA hasoperated its Small
Business Answer Desk, atoll-free
hotline that helps callers with questions on how to start and manage a

business, where to get financing, and
other information needed to operate
and expandabusiness. SBAwillequip
the answer desk operators, who handle
over half a mil I ion cal Is annual ly, with
information on how small businesses

e're Cracker Barrel Old Country Store,Inc., awell-respected
national restauranr/retail company with a 20% annual growth
rate. In only two successful decades, we have grown to include 115
units and have plans to reach over 125 by mid-1992.
We are currently seeking an experienced EAP(Employee Assistance
Program) Counselor to join us at our corporate headquarters in the
Nashville area. The individual in this position will work within the
corporate internal EAP area, providing support to all levels in this
restaurant/retail company. Approximately 35%-40% travel will be
involved.
The qualified candidate will possess 3-5 years of experience in EAP
counseling, with emphasis in alcohol and drug counseling. The
ability to identify and establish relations with community resources
is a plus, as is previous experience in short-term counseling. Superior
communication and public relations skills will also be to your
advantage. Strong preference will be given to those with a related
Bachelor's degree and/or CEAP certification.
Cracker Barrel provides professionals with an excellent salary and
complete benefits package.Interested parties should send a resume
and salary history to: Cracker Barrel Old Country Store, Inc.,
Dept.EAPEX,P.O.Box ?87,Lebanon,'TN 37088.078?. We are
an equal opportunity employer.

ac eR
el
s

OI.D COUNTRY STORE
Tradirional Values That Work
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can address substance abuse in the
workplace and where they can get
further information.
RESEARCH
SBA will utilize its research capabilities
to perform research onsubstance-abuse
related issues as they relate to small
businesses. Our research efforts will be
coordinated with those of other federal
agencies includingthe National Institute
for Drug Abuse and the Department of
Labor. Such research mayexplorewhat
kind of anti-drug programs are most
effective and least costly for smal I firms.
More extensive research into the effects
and costs of substance abuse to small
businesses would also be useful in
helping convince the small business
community of the threat posed to the
workplace by substance abuse.
The SBA is engaging in ongoing discussionswith individuals and organizations both in the public and private
sectors on how SBA and the federal
government can best respond to this
challenge facing small businesses. As
these discussions progress, additional
initiatives will be developed.
The problem of substance abuse in
the workplace should be a serious
concernforeverysmall business. Small
businessowners must recognizethat iYs
not just a problem facing the business
next door — it is a potential problem for
every small business owner. The goals
ofeverysubstance abuse program shou Id
be to deter drug use and rehabilitate
afflicted employees. Small firms have
often i nvested a greatdeal oftimetrai ning
an employee, and if the drug-abusing
employee can reform, it benefits both
the worker and the employer. W ith the
proper tools and guidance, small business owners can eliminate the costs of
substance abuse in their businesses.
Forfu rther i nformation on SBA's antisubstance abuse activities, contact the
SBA's Office of Advocacy at(202)2056532 For further information on the
SBA in general,contacttheSBAAnswer
Desk at l -800-U-ASK-SBA.
i~

NYS Finds Solutions Through Work of
EAPA Chapter State Government
n terms ofEAP development, two of New York State's best
assets have always been a strong EAPA chapter network
and the support of its government. Recently, the EAPA
New York City Chapter and the Division of Alcoholism &
Alcohol Abuse(DAAA)have taken a special interest in small
businesses as fertile ground for EAP development.
The New York City Chapter held ahalf-day conference
last fall for small businesses, employer coalitions, union

leaders and interested others to explain how EAPs can help
with employee substance abuse problems that affect the
workplace. DAAA, a fervent supporter of EAPs since the
pioneering daysoftheearly 1970s, isdistributingapublication entitled "Extending the Alcohol and Drug Free Workplace to Smaller Work Organizations."
Two reports follow.

EAPA New York City Chapter Courts Small and
Mid-Size Businesses
of even a disastrous water main
break on the chilly morning of
October 17 could dampen the spirits
of the 190 people who attended the
New York City Chapter's Conference
for Small Businesses on EAPs. The
Hotel Roosevelt, site of the event, was
situated in a swath of mid-town Manhattan where subway service was at a
grinding halt. But attendees proved
their ardor by finding detours and, as
was necessary, walking ahalf-dozen
extra blocks to get to the Roosevelt.
Once inside the hotel, however,

guests from the business community
experienced afast-paced, informative
program about EAPs that other EAPA
chapters interested in reaching small
employers might do well to regard as
a prototype. The conference featured
a continental breakfast, 18 exhibit
booths attended by mostly EAP consultants, and ahalf-day educational
program about EAPs.
Chapter president Claire Fleming,
then of the NYC Department of General Services, welcomed conference
goers on behalf of the chapter and

briefly explained how EAPs offer effective solutions to employee substance abuse, poor job performance,
lost productivity, lower company
profits, and rising health care costs.
Chapter member T.J. Elliott, of
Longview Associates, moderated the
program. He provided incisive commentary about EAPs in his segues between the speakers.
David C. Condliffe, director of the
City of New York's Office of Drug
Abuse Policy, explained his agency's
support of EAPs as part of its initiatives
to expel drug-related problems from
City work sites. Condliffe described
the newlyformed EmployeeAssistance
Partnership of New York, a nonprofit
organization which educates small
~~`
~~

I~

~~
~~;

At left, David Condliffe spoke on behalf of the City of New York's Office of Drug Abuse Policy. Center: A pan of the audience from
the back of the conference room. In the group photo, shown sitting are (I-r) Claire Fleming, Mary )ean Wolf, and Ada Torres of the
Bronx Overall Economic Development Corporation. Standing (I-r) are Greg DeLapp, T.). Elliott, Winston George and Robert Nobile.
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busi nesses on EAPs and fac i I itates program development. He invited attendees to contact him or his associate, Dan Rapport, at (212) 566-7445
for further details.
EAPA Eastern Region Representative, Greg DeLapp, of Carpenter
Technology Corporation in Reading,
PA, spoke of the manner in which
EAPs provide reasonable accommodation to persons defined by federal
law as handicapped. With the implementation of the Americans With Disabilities Act in 1992, he explained,
EAP services may be viewed as one
standard of reasonable accommodationfor people who are either alcoholic
or dependent on legal drugs, or in
recovery from alcoholism or drug addiction.
Winston George, of the Interna-
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A Recovery Center for Women
with Addictive Disorders.
We treat all addiction related disorders.
Nestled in the safety of the
Tucson Mountain Foothills.
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Affiliated with the
"Suzanne Somers Institute"
Call for Free Assessments

(602)744.1999 or 1.800.825-2624
7501 N. Wade Rd.•Tucson, AZ 85743
JCAHO Approved ~ Insurance Accepted
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tional Ladies'GarmentWorkers Union,
explained the role of members assistance programs. He added that labormanagement cooperation is a vital
component of both EAPs and MAPs in
unionized work settings.
Mary Jean Wolf, a management
consultant, explained how human resources managers are increasingly
looking to EAPs as experts on issues
including federal regulations, drugfreeworkplaces, and strategies to save
valuable employees.
Robert Nobile, a labor and employment law specialist with Epstein
Becker &Green, PC,spoke about federal regulations that affect EAFs, including DHHS regulations on confidentiality, ERISA, OSHA,and ADA,as
well as collective-bargaining issues.
He spoke about potential I i abi I ity risks
for employers with EAPs, but concluded thatthebenefits associated with
EAP far outweigh the risks.
The NYC Chapter's leadership was
gratified bythe strongturnoutfrom the
business community,despiteobstacles
in arriving at the hotel. On evaluation
forms,attendees generallyfeltthe halfday format was effective, as were the
topics covered. Businesspeople were
not given a "hard sell" about EAPs, but
amore straightforward presentation of
factual information. Most expressed
an interest in learning more about
EAPs, such as through afollow-up
conference. Apost-conference press
release was sent to the local media by
chapter member Roger Herman,ofthe
Amalgamated Life Insurance Programs.

Although sponsored by the EAPA
NYC Chapter, its billing as a "joint
venture" generated wide interest.
Other participants included the NYS
Department of Economic Development, DAAA, NYS Division of Substance Abuse Services, New York
Business Group on Health, Inc., New
York City Chamber of Commerce,
Central Rehabilitation Council of NY,
NYC Department of General Services,
Governor's Office of Minority &
Women's Business Development,
Bronx Overall Economic Development
Corporation, and New York Life Insurance Company. They provided multiplechannels through which the conference was promoted.
"The conference showed us that
coalition buildingwith businessgroups
is one way to successful ly reach smal
and mid-size employers," reflects
Fleming. "You cannot reach smaller
employers in the same manner as you
do the Fortune 500, nor deliver services in the same way. The conferenceprovided aforum for EAP vendors
to meet face to face with smaller employers and representatives of employer groups. The New York City
Chapter created the'marketplace' for
this to happen,and I think it is a service
that other EAPA chapters can provide,
too."
Fleming also extends her appreciation to Tom Delaney, Bob Challenger and other EAPA headquarters
staffwho participated in the conference
planning and preparation.

NYS Division of Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse
Keeps Putting the Word ~Ut on the Street

New

York State's Division of Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse
(DAAA)continues to promote EAP development in New York State. One of
its ongoing initiatives has been an
extensive media campaign, including
placards on the sides of buses, I ike the
one shown below. These promotions

have put EAPs within view of, not only
businesspeople, butthepublic as wel I.
In a further show of support, in 1991
Governor Mario Cuomo once again
proclaimed November as EAP month.
DAAA has taken an additional step
of special significance to small employers.With the New York Bureau of

un~

Workplace &Institutional InterventionServices, DAAA has published the
report"ExtendingtheAlcohol and Drug
Free Workplace to Smaller Work Organizations." It isbased onthe "Inventory of EAPs in New York State," a
survey conducted during 1988-89
which provides a comprehensive review ofemployee assistance programming as practiced in the Empire State.
(Of general interest, the survey found
EAPs in 744 work organizations employing atotal of 1,260,285 people.)
With specific regard to small employers, the report showed:

• Since most individuals work in
smal ler organizations, the majority of
employees in the state do not have
access to EAP services.
•There is a 70% probability that
an employee in a large organization
as access to an EAP, while the probability for an employee for a small
organization is less than 1 %.
• EAP development has been
greatest among organizations within
the service, manufacturing and public-employment sectors. It has been
least prevalent in the agricultural,
mining and trade industries.

The report suggests expanded
funding by the state for EAP services to
targeted populations, including small
business, and to carry out new and
creative demonstration programs. It
also recommended exploring new incentives, such as tax credits for small
businesses.
EAPA members can obtain a copy
of "Extending the Alcohol and Drug
Free Workplace to Smaller Work Organizations" by calling DAAA at(518)
474-6422.
C~
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Throughout New York State,the word is out on the street. The Division of Alcoholism &Alcohol Abuse's media campaign has brought
DAAA's message about EAPs in full public view. This photo is courtesy of Eileen Miller, O-C-M BOCES, in Syracuse.
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~ EAPA's many publications are available for purchase
(3)Provide address information, detach this form (or
' from association headquarters. To order any of them, a photocopy of it), enclose with it your check or purchase'
' please follow these. instructions:
order, and mail to: EAPA, 4601 N. Fairfax Drive, Suite
(1) Check the boxes to the left of the titles you want. 1001, Arlington, VA 22203; telephone (703) 522-6272;
(2)IncludeacheckorpurchaseordertoEAPAforthe fax (703) 522-4585.
~ total amount of your order, based on the prices shown to
Prepayment or a purchase order is required, but ~
~ the right of each title. Include Virginia sales tax, if telephone orders will be accepted if they are billed to ~
' applicable.
American Express.
t
„~i

'~

'

O EAP Association Exchange
_copies of the

_issue ......................................$ 3.00 ea.................$ 6.00 ea.
(month) (year)

'

Individual Starter Kit Publications
'

'
'

D Standards for Employee Assistance Programs ...................$ 5.00 .....................$ 15.00
D A Guide for Supervisors ................................................... $ 5.00 .....................$ 8.00
O EAP Theory and Operations .............................................$ 5.00 .....................$ 8.00
O Legal Issues Affecting EAPs...............................................$ 4.00 .....................$ 6.00
O EAP Value and Impact......................................................$ 5.00 .....................$ 8.00
❑The Continuum of Services ..............................................$ 10.00 ....................$ 1 5.00
❑ Workplaces Without Drugs ..............................................$ 6.00 .....................$ 9.00
O Starter Kit (includes the seven
publications listed above)...........................................:....$ 35.00 ....................$ 60.00
D EAP Solutions to the Employer
Health Cost Crisis ...........................................................$ 15.00 .................... $ 20.00
O Research Presentations--1988 ........................................$ 25.00 .................... $ 37.00
O Research Presentations-1989 ........................................$ 25.00 ....................$ 37.00

'

❑ Research Presentations-1990 ........................................$ 25.00 ....................$ 37.00
O EAPs: An Annotated Bibliography ...................................$ 15.00 .................... $ 20.00
O Women: Alcohol, Drugs and Workplace Issues ..............$ 15.00 .................... $ 20.00

'
'

~

'
~
I
'

'
'

O Drug Abuse in the Workplace: Annotated
Bibliography (1977-88)...................................................$ 30.00 .................... $ 45.00
D Set of three bibliographies ..............................................$ 45.00 .................... $ 60.00
O Directory of EAP Consultants..........................................$ 25.00 .................... $ 45.00
❑International Resource Director
$ 10.00 .................... 15.00
❑Certification Guide (one copy)• y...................................... NC ......................~ NC
O Recertification Guide (one copy)
NC ........................ NC
O CEAP Training Provider's Guide (one copy) ...................... NC ........................ NC
D CEAP Code of Professional Conduct(one copy)................ NC ........................ NC
D Code of Ethics ....................................
NC ........................ NC
O The Role of EAPs in the Drug-Free Workplace
..............................:
................. NC ........................ NC
O Be on the Cutting Edge of the EAP Profession ................... NC ........................ NC

'

Subtotal
Virginia residents add 4.5%sales tax
Total
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~ ADDRESS
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'
'

'
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'
'
'

'

'
'

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORY

ZIP

'

i
'
'
TELEPHONE

~

~ For descriptions of any of the publications listed above, please call EAPA at(703)522-6272 to order a free copy of ~
EAPA's Publications Catalog.
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Room 908, New York, NY 10003;
(212) 998-4370.

COHEN HONORED IN
ST. LOUIS AS
MEMBER EMERITUS

DANIEL C. SMITH, MBA, CEAP, has
joined Laguna Niguel, CA-based Integrated Behavioral Health as vice
president. Previously, heserved in EAP
and benefits positions for McDonnell
Douglas Corporation. Smith will continue to work in St. Louis. He can be
contacted at: Integrated Behavioral
Health, 540 Maryville Centre Drive,
Suite 320,St. Louis, MO 63141-5819;
(314) 469-9181.

'n

the Exchange's coverage last month
of the award winners and other distinguished individualsduringthe20th
National Conference in St. Louis, an
oversight was made of one of EAPA's
honorees. During the Awards Breakfast on Wednesday, November 13,
Mel Cohen, who has for years been
active in the Colorado Chapter, was
recognized as EAPA's newest member
emeritus. He joins John Callaghan,
Bob Doran, )im Cox, Harrison Trice
and Adolph "Sully" Sullivan in being
conferred with member emeritus status,which grants lifetime membership
in EAPA.
Cohen was officially honored during aColorado Chapter ceremony on
Apri112, where he was presented with
a plaque by the Western Region representative,JimLehman. Havingworked
for years with Labor's Community
Agency, Cohen is the first labor member to be named member emeritus.
The ExchangeappreciatesCohen's
years of service to EAPA and congratulates him on his achievement.

EAPA CHICAGO
CHAPTER MEMBERS
VISIT THE VATICAN

On

November 21-23, a Pontifical
Council conference on alcohol
and drug problems was held at the
Vatican,and three EAPA membersfrom
the IllinoisChapterwere in attendance.
They included Leo Miller, Mary Ellen
Kane and Paul Hewett. Representatives of 101 countries were in attendance at the conference, which included addresses by Father Martin,
Health and Human Services Secretary
Louis Sullivan, the President of Bo-

livia, Queen of Spain, and Pope John
Paul II.
Shown in the photo above are
Miller, Kane and Hewett.

MEMBERS ON THE
MOV E
KEVIN PARKER, MS, MSW, CEAP,
Secretary of EAPA, has begun his own
EAP firm, EAP 1. He is formerly EAP
director for the State of Maine. Parker
can be contacted at: EAP 1, P.O. Box
112, Hal towel I, ME 04347;(207)6211515.
KEVIN PETERCA, LISW, CCDC III,
CEAP,has joi ned the Cleveland CI i n is
Foundation as program manager of its
internal EAP. He previously worked
for EASE of the Center for Human
Services in Cleveland, OH. He can be
contacted at: The Cleveland Clinic
Foundation, 9500 Euclid Avenue,
Building P, Cleveland, OH 44195;
(216) 444-6552.
CLAIRE FLEMING,CSW,CAC,CEAP,
president of the EAPA New York City
Chapter, has been named EAP director
for New York University. Previously,
she was EAP Directorforthe New York
City Department of General Services.
Fleming can be contacted at: Faculty
and Staff Assistance Program, New
York University, 1 13 University Place,

DENNIS SCHRAM has established his
own EAP practice in Calgary, Alberta,
Canada called D.R. Schram & Associates. Previously, he worked for the
firm formerly known as Kel ly, Luttmer,
Schram &Associates Ltd.
Kelly, Luttmer, Schram & Associates Ltd., as the firm is now called,
announces the following changes.
SHERYL CROMARTY, RN, CAC, is
now manager of Schram &Associates'
Edmonton office. She works as an EAP
consultant, along with heradditiona)
duties as manager. DON STORCH,
MSW, is now director of the University ofCalgary Faculty/Staff Assistance
Program, which he is directing on
behalf of Kelly, Lutmer &Associates
Ltd. JOHN STREUKENS, BA, MED.,
C.PSYCH.,CAC,hasjoi ned the Calgary
staff and is specializing in psychological assessment, psychological
testing and short-term counselling.
BOB HARDIE, ICDP, CCDC, has
joined the Calgary office as an EAP
consultant and is responsible for its
Safety Support Network. MEG
HINTON, B.SC, M.PSYCH, ANITA
McGREGOR,M.ED,and LAURIE SIM,
B.A. PSYCH, M.ED. PSYCH, have
joined the Edmonton office as EAP
consultants. Kelly, Luttmer & Associates Ltd.'s Calgary office can be contacted at: Suite 700, 910 7th Avenue,
SW, Calgary, Alberta, Can. T2P 3N8;
►~
(403) 237-8880.
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REGIONS AND
CHAPTERS

l.as Vegas, Brussels Programs Announced
Western District Conference Promises Fungi
Under the Sun
by James T. Mulligan
Chair, 1992 WDC Program
Committee, and President,
EAPA Sacramento Chapter

People
have gone out i nto the desert
for. generations seeking its many
riches. Among its largesse is an appeal
to the person seeking rejuvenation,
greater open areas for thought and
movement, and an oasis for sating
both bodily and inner thirst. EAPA's
Western District Conference (WDC),
scheduled for March 29-April 1 in Las
Vegas, holds these and other riches in
store!
The conference, whose program is
entitled "Helping Ourselves and Others," will be held at the Tropicana
Hotel/Casino. The conference chair is
Sharyn Peal, who can be reached at
(702)687-4790. The program chair is
Lois Kanter, who can be reached at

The 1992 WDC Committee cordiallyinvites you for a spel I of rest and
renewal, and a breath of crystal clear
air. There has never been a better time
for peer assistance and togetherness.
The desert is making its call to you!
Be looking in your mail for the
WDC Program.
A sampling of the program highlights
Amongthetopicsoftrainingworkshops
wi I I be these:
• Volunteer training consortia for
small businesses
• An organizational health approach to managing transition and
change in the workplace
• Eating disorders
• Assessment &referral for sexual

addiction
• The ASAM Criteria: Matching
chemical dependency cl Tents to treatment
• Dealingwithdifficultdualdisordered patients
• American With Disabilities Act
• A kinesthetic method for stress
management: How to develop employee training sessions
• The EAP's role in organizational
change
• Apsycho-educational model of
management consultation
• Sexual harassment in the workplace
• Criticial incident stress debriefing
• AIDS in the workplace: The rules
are changing
• Hitting the wall: EAP renewal
• EAPs, ethics and the impaired
professional

(702) 878-8537.

During the WDC, white Bengal
tigers and dolphins in the desert will
be no mirage at all! They will be
among the attractions, along with a
visit to the Court of King Authur and
the Knights of the Round Table. Also,
Antonia Novella, U.S. Surgeon General, has been invited as keynote
speaker.
Workshapswill enrich participants
with expertise on EAP standards and
guidelines, eating disorders, cultural
diversity in the workplace, impaired
professionals, and more. [For more
information on the program, see the
listing that follows.]
In addition, there will be PDHs,
CADAC hours and, hopefully, CEUs.
The registration charges for those who
register on orbeforeMarch 15are $240
for EAPA members $280 for
nonmembers. Afterward, registration
wi II cost $290 for EAPA members and
$330 for nonmembers. The cost per
night at the Tropicana is $60.
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The 1992 Western District Conference will offer rest, relaxation and fun in a package.
that includes an excellent workshop program on the desert oasis of Las Vegas!
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The splendid Palais des Congres will be
the site of the 2nd European EAP
Conference

chological Problems:Resistancesfrom
the Supervisor,the Employee and the
Organisation, Dr. Erik van de Loo,

EUROPEAN EAP CONFERENCE
SLATED FOR BRUSSELS

For

the second year, the EAP message is being taken to mainland
Europe during the European EAP Conference, which will be held on April
23-24 in Brussels, Belgium. (Theconference dates have been moved forwardone week from the dates given in
priorannouncements intheExchange.)
"EAP in the Context of Human
Resources Development' will be the
theme of the 2nd European Conference sponsored by Corporate Caring
Systems and cosponsored by EAPA
and other organizations. It will be
held at the Palais Des Congres (a.k.a.
International Conference Center).
The program, which will feature
half-hourplenarypresentationson Day
1 and four concurrent tracks of halfhour workshops on Day 2, is scheduled as follows:
DAY 1: APRIL 23(9 a.m. to 5 p.m.)

• Opening and Welcome
•.Morning Presentations: HR Development in a Successful Company, U.
Jordan, HR
Manager, 3M,
Deutschland; The Changing World of
Human Resources: New Concepts and
a New Focus, Dr. L. Van den Bergh,
Senior consultant, Claessens
Outplacement, Belgium; Why Consider Preventive Occupational
Healthcare?, Dr. Nicolas Rume,
Ministery of Health, Luxembourg;
Stress: An Underestimated Element of
Our Working Life, Dr. Rene Diekstra,
The Netherlands
• Afternoon Presentations: Promoting
Physical &Mental Well-Being in the
Workplace: Strategies and Success
Stories, Dr. Mark Tager, MD, Great
Performance Inc., U.S.; Quality of
Work Life Programs: Helping
Organisations Achieve Competitive
Advantage,Dr. Elizabeth Gurley-Hirst,
Qualtec Institute, U.S.; Prevention
Strategiesfor Industries:The Perspec-

fir..

Institute for Human Resource Development, The Netherlands; What Can

tive o4the ILO, Behrous Shahandeh,
International Labour Organisation,
Switzerland; Remarks by a representative of the European Economic
Community, presenter to be named.
DAY 2: APRIL 24(9 a.m. to 5 p.m.)
TRACK A
European EAP Models: Core Technology

• EAP Core Technology, Mike
Megranahan,Manager,EAR, U.K.;The
Recent Development of EAP in the
U.K.,Dr.Stephen Galliano,ICAS, U.K.;
Existe t-il Une Base Pour les
"Programmes d'Assistance au Personnel" en France?, Christine
Dessenne, Consultante, France; EAP
Development in the Netherlands, Dr.
A.G.1. de Koningh,SHELL, Nederland
Raff., and Chemie BV & Dr. E. van de
Loo, Institute of Human Resource
Management, The Netherlands;
L'Intervention en Crise d'Alcool: Une
Strategie d'Accompagnement,Patrick
Buchard, Alcoologue-Ergonome,
Hasse Consu(tants, France;The EAP at
Dresdner Bank: What can we learn
from it?, Wolfgang Leber, Germany;
EAP Development in Scandanavia,Dr.
Lars Esstersdal, CAPS, Norway; and
EAPA&Europe,Vaughn Mosher,EAPA
International Region Representative.
TRACK B
Critical Issues &Research

A Design for Evaluation Research, Dr.
Gerhard Biihringer, Institute fur
Therapieforschung,
Germany;
L'Evaluation d'un Programme
d'Assistance aux Employees Chez
Peugot, Dr. Christian Ouverard, Automobiles Peugot, France; Effective
Designs for Good Practice in
Programme Evaluation,)ohn Marsden,
Turning Point, U.K.; La Necessite des
Analyses de Rentabilite: Le Point de
Vue Enterprise, Daniel Homard
President-Directeur General, PernodRiccard, France; Dealing With Psy-

We Learn from the Emerging Field of
Health Psychology, Dr. Omervan den
Bergh, Universityoflouvain,Belgium;
Health Promotion Programs and EAP:
Conflicting or Complementary Structures?, Wolfgang Kammerer,
der
Bundesverband
Betriebskrankenkassen,eermany;and
The PTT Alcohol Policy: A Model for
Program Evaluation,Dr. Hugo Roelofs,
BGD-PTT, The Netherlands.
TRACK C
Education &Training
morning session only

How Does Learning Communication
Skills Fit the Concept?, AT&T, U.S.;
Trainingas a Keyto a Successful Alco-

hol Policy, Rick Bijl, ALCON, The
Netherlands; Training Supervisors:
What Do You Need to Look For?,
Rosemary Clough, Consultant, U.K.;
and How to Obtain Good. Education
for EAP Professionals, Peter Steddon,
Personal Performance Consultants,
U.K.
TRACK D
Treatment
afrernoon session only

The Alexian Brothers' Treatment
Model in Belgium, Dr. Stan Ansoms,
Director,Psychiatric Hospital,Tienen,
Belgium; How a 12-Step Program Fits
Into the German Health Care Structure, Herbert Ziegler, Director, Sierra

Garmisch Kilnik, Germany; The
PROMIS Approach, Dr. Robert
Lefever, Medical Director, PROMIS,
U.K.; and Un Model Pas Commes les
Autres?, Anne Hoefliger &Gwynn
Brand, Charter Medical Corporation,
Suisse.
Persons wanting more information

about the 2nd European Conference
are invited to contact Konstantin von
Vietinghoff, CorporateCaringSystems,
at: 505 Av. Louise,. Box 17, 8-1050
Brussels; (int'I phone)011-32-2-6485087; fax 648-7894.
Cdr
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CONFERENCES
AND WORKSHOPS

CEAP EXAM INFORMATION
• Examination date: May 9, 1992.

Applicationdeadline:March 15,1992.
•Examination date: November 14,
1992. Application deadline. September 28, 1992.
• Examination date: May 8, 1993.
Applicationdeadline:March 15,1993.
For further information contact:
Employee Assistance Certification
Commission, c/o EAPA, Inc., 4601 N.
Fairfax Drive, Suite 1001, Arlington,
VA 22203;(703) 522-6272.

1992 EAPA CONFERENCES
The 21st EAPA National Conference
wi I I be held on October 30-November
3, 1992 in Atlanta, GA. For details, be
watching for the February issue of the
Exchange,which wil I feature a Cal I for
Papers.
The District I Conference (Eastern
and Mid-Atlantic Regions)wi II be held
June 7-10 in Cape Cod,MA.Hosted by
the Massachusetts Chapter, the conference will have the theme "Balancing Business Pragmatism and Counseling Intutition". Contact Paul
Rothfeld at (508) 540-6550.
The District II Conference (Southern
and Southwestern Regions) will be
hosted by the Middle Tennessee
Chapter and held February 29-March
3 in Nashville, TN. The theme will be
"Keeping in Step". Contact Jack
Freckman at (615) 331 -3221 .
The District IV Conference
(Western and Pacific Regions) will be
held in Las Vegas, Nevada March 29April 1. The theme will be "Helping
Ourselves and Others". The Conference wi I I besponsored by the Nevada
Chapter. Contact Sharyn Peal at(702)
687-4790.

INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCES
The 1992 European EAP Conference
will be sponsored by Employee Advisory Resource on April 14 at the
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Barbican in London. The Conference
is being organized by EAR in conjunctionwith the Institute of Personnel
Management (IPM) and the British
Association for Counselling. Contact
EAR at: Brunel Science Park, Kingston
Lane, Uxbridge, Middlesex UB8 3PQ;
(int'I. phone) 011-44-895-237-071.
EAPA and Corporate Caring Systems wil I cosponsorthe 2nd European
EAP Institute on April 16-17 at the
International Conference Center in
Brussels, Belgium. Contact Konstantin
von Vietinghoff, Corporate Caring
Systems,at: 505 Av. Louise, Box 17, B1050 Brussels; (int'I. phone) 011-322-648-5087; fax 648-7894.
The 7th EAP Institute will be held
on May 20-21 in Waterford, Ireland.
Contact Margaret Bible, The EAP Institute, at: Unit 35, Johnstown Industrial Centre, Johnstown, Waterford,
Ireland; (int'I, phone) 011-353-5155733.
The 36th ICAA (International
Congress on Alcohol and Drug Dependence)Conference will be held in
Glasgow, Scotland on August 16-21.
A section on Business &Industry will
beheaded byJoanne Pilat, who can be
contacted at (312) 230-6244. For
general conference information contact ICAA/CIPAT, Case Postale 189,
1001 Lausanne, Switzerland/Suisse.

PDH-APPROVED TRAINING
Santa Clara University, Division of
Counseling Psychologyand Education,
January 16 through March 12 in Santa
Clara, CA. Contact Julie Malvey at
(408) 554-4672.
International Center for the Disabled, February 11, March 5, 19 and
26, April 2 and 21, May 20 and June 3
in New York City. Contact James P.
Simon at (212)679-0100 x 290.
Johnson Institute, February 26-28
in Houston, March 11-13 in Phoenix,
April 2-3 in Atlanta, April 9-10 in San
Antonio, April 29-May 1 in Boston,
May 7-8 in Kansas City, May 13-15 in
Ottawa, Ontario, May 21 -22 in

Edmonton, Alberta, June 1 -2 in Denver, July 27-31 in Minneapolis, September 16-18 in Des Moines,September 21-22 in Toronto, Ontario, September 23-25 in Atlanta, October 1516 in Norfolk and October 21-23 in
Tacoma. Contact David Wilmes at
(612) 944-0511..
Mt. Kemble Center for Addictive
Illnesses, March 1 1 in Morristown, NJ.
Contact)o Apricena at(201)285-4700.
Universityof California,San Diego
Extension, March 12-14 in San Diego.
Contact Tom Colthurst at UCSD ext.
0176, 9500 Gilman Drive, La Lolla,
CA 92093-0176.
EAP Pathfinders, April 23, Wisconsin Dells, WI. Contact JoAnn
McCullouch at (608) 742-8562.

OTHER CONFERENCES
AND WORKSHOPS
The Training Clinic announces its
newly released catalog of train-thetrainer workshops covering from
present to July 1992. These programs
are presented in many major cities.
Call 1-800-WE-SHOW-U for more
information.
The U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services is sponsoring the
1992 Secretarial Conference for Link
Primary Care, HIV, Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Treatment February 26-28 in
Washington, D.C. Contact "Strengthening the Linkages" Secretarial Conference, c/o Global Exchange, Inc.,
P.O. Box 70744, Chevy Chase, MD
20813-0744.
The University of California, San
Diego will present its Advanced
WorksiteAssistanceSeminaron March
12-14 in Rancho Bernardo, CA. Contact UCSD at: Alcohol, Tobacco and
Other Drug Studies, UCSD Extension
0176, 9500 Gilman Drive, La Jolla,
CA 92093-0176;(619) 534-2324.
N.U.R.S.E.S. of Colorado will
present its 2nd Annual National Conference, entitled "EAPs and Peer Assistance: AModel for Helping Professions," on March 28-31 in Denver.

28
15
14
12
10
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Cracker Barrel Restaurants
Greenleaf Health Systems
Logical System Solutions
Motivision
Progress Valley
Resource EAP

23
30
7
13
2

Contact N.U.R.S.E.S. at: P.O. Box
61294,Denver,CO 80206-1294;(303)
758-0596 or 1-800-765-0263.
American Society of Addiction
Medicine's 23rd Annual Medical-Scientific Conference will be held April
2-5 in Washington, D.C.. Contact
(202) 244-8948.
Organization Development Network will present "Wellness in the
Workplace" on April 26-30 in Long
Beach, CA. Contact Tom Chase,
Conference Coordinator, at: Wellness
in the Workplace, R.R. 2, Box 44a,
Northwood, NH 03261-9407; (603)
942-8189.
The Multicultural Institute and 7th
National Conference of the International Counseling Center wi I I be held
on May 9-12 in Washington, DC.
Special tracks will be held on cross-

St. Anthony's Medical Center
Sahuaro Vista Ranch
VGS, Inc.
Valley Hope Association
Wilson Center

cultural counseling, work force diversity,multiculturalism inschools,crosscultural conflict resolution and training of trainers. Contact ICC at: 3000
Connecticut Ave., NW, Washington,
DC 20008;(202) 483-7000.
The University of Nebraska EAP
will present an EAP symposium on
May 15-16 in Lincoln, NE. A call for
papers has been issued. Responses
must be received by February 15.
Persons should submit a brief proposal
outlining topic, length of presentation, number of presenters, credentials of presenters, and media needs.
Contact: Nancy F. Myers, EAP Director, University of Nebraska, 700 N.
16th Street, Lincoln, NE 68588-0444;
(402) 472-3107.
American Hospital Association Section for Psychiatric and Substance

Abuse Services will hold its annual
conference on June 11-13 in Seattle,
WA. Contact Betsy Palka, AHA, at:
840 N. Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, IL
60611;(312) 280-6396.
Institute for Applied Behavior
Analysis will hold its 3rd annual Sum.mer Institute in Los Angeles, CA on
July 26-August 8. The theme will be
"Assessment &Analysis of Severe &
Chal leriging Behavior." Contact IABA
at: 6169 St. Andrews Road, Suite 123,
Columbia, SC 29212-3146; 1 -800457-5575.
The OhioState Universitywill hold
its Summer Institute on Addictions
studies on August 2-7 in Columbus,
OH. Contact Linda Stoer-Scaggs, Director, Faculty &Staff Assistance Program, af: The Ohio State'University,
2A University Hospital Clinic,456 W.
10th Avenue, Columbus, OH 43210;
(614) 292-4000.
Benefits Expo '92, The Fifth Annual
Conference and Exposition for Employee Benefit Management, will be
held in San Francisco on October 1821. It wi() be sponsored by Employee
Benefit News. Contact: Benefits Expo
'92, 1 165 Northchase Parkway, Suite
350; Marietta, GA 30067; 1-800-9663976.

"BAP BASICS & BBYOND"
Sponsored
•
~
~
~
•
•
•
•
~

Topics_Include_
Overview oP EAP's
Res./Dev./Imp/ EAP's
Role of EAP Prof.
Cert. oP EAP Prof.
Legal/Lia. concerns
Ethical Concerns
Care for Caregiver
Aids, PTSD, MC
Sexual Harassment

•
~
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

by:

Resource EAP, Jacksonville, PL

Beneficial_For_
Private Therapists
Treatment StaPP
EAP Coordinators
Human Resource Staff
Org. interest in EAP
Union Representatives
Certification Exams
Managed Care Prof.
Company Coordinators

1992_Schedule:
Feb-Nashville
Jul -Ottawa
Mar-Atlanta
Aug -Toronto
Mar-Dallas
Sept-Milwaukee
Mar-Las Vegas
Sept-Kansas City
Apr-Toledo
Oct -Vancouver
Apr-Baltimore
Oct -San Diego
Apr -Oklahoma City Oct -Detroit
Apr -Hartford
Oct -Providence
Jun-Cape Cod
Oct - Atlanta
Nov -Cincinnati

The_Course
Basics & Beyond has been presented numerous times throughout the United States.
The Employee Assistance Professional Association, Florida Occupational Program
Committee and Metrolina Chapter of EAPA have all sponsored this course and have had
overwhelming success and requests for Future presentations.
5195.00 Includes Manual and Certificates
Li~aited Enrolla~ent - Call NOW Por reservations 1-800-421-7327
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Zero-Based Budgeting: A Formula for
Staffing and Funding an Expanded EAP
by Charla Parker
Executive Director
Teamsters' Assistance Program
Oakland, CA
s a workplace tool to identify,
assess and refer substance
abusers, EAPs have found
themselves in great favor with employers, especially while so much national attention and resources have
been directed to fight the substance
abuse problem in the U.S. So popular
have EAPs become, in fact, that employers often demand services related
to, but beyond the scope of, straight
EAP, such as health promotion, child
care and managed care.
The argument against EAP taking
on the added services is that it takes
awayfrom the core mission ofthe EAP.
In practice, many EAP professionals
are overextended in that they provide
additional services for little or no increase in fees. EAPs need to be particularlywary of this, lest they be perceived as "cheap" social welfare programs having little financial saavy.
Whethertheirprogramsare internal or
external, EAP professionals need to
compile and prepare adequate documentation on delivering services and
creating flexible staffing formulas to
ensure that their programs are adequatelyfunded and staffed. This article is intended to help EAP professionals document their need for staffing and funding according to a zerobased budget.

USING A SPREADSHEET
EAPs, like any business, need to use
spreadsheets for numerical record
keeping. The sample spreadsheet below projects a staffing level of 3.46
employees for a city government with
a work force of 4,000 employees. In
this example, the program provides
EAP, managed-care and health-promotion services. [This staffing level
can also be expressed as 1 EAP staff
person for every 1,160 city workers.
For comparison, EAPA's forthcoming
Professional Guidelines—part2 inthe
Standards project—suggest a staff ratio of between 1:2,500 to 1:4,000 for
straight EAP services.] The following
describes information contained on
the spreadsheet. Any EAP can use this
approach based on aggregate program
data.
Columns A,B,C and D. Collective
bargainingagreementsgovernthe level
of services for the major work groups.
In addition, the utilization level varies
by work group. The formula for the
spreadsheet is B x C to derive D,or the
number of clients for straight EAP
services expected in a year.
Columns E and F. The number of
visits available to each work group
varies along with the utilization rate.
Therefore, the total number of EAP
assessment-and-referral hours is calculated (F) by D x E.
Column G. Sometimes EAPs are
required to provide special services,
such as post-trauma stress and coun-

seling, which may require retaining
the services of a specialized consultant to perform those duties. For purposesofillustration,anadditional 1 S%
of total visits for the uniformed services work group were estimated. By
equation, F x .15 = G.
Column H. In the delivery of managedcare services,the EAP is asked to
assume the gatekeeper function,
preauthorization, concurrent review
and claims review. These additional
functions are estimated to increase
time by 1.5 hours per case. (Note:
This assumption only holds true for
face-to-face assessments. Third-party
utilization review based on an initial
phoneassessmentwiththe EAPwould
require more counselor time.) By
equation, D x 1.5 = H. [In February's
"The Business Page" column, Charla
Parker provides guidelines for EAP
expansion into managed care, particularly as it relates to program staffing and funding.]
Column I. This is the sum of all
direct clinical services: F + G + H = I.
Column J. For purposes of illustration, it was estimated that the EAP
counselors wouldspend anadditional
25% of their assessment-and-referral
time in administrative functions, e.g.
updating resource files. By equation,
Fx.25 =J.
Column K. It is also assumed that
10 hours of the EAP counselor's time
will be required over one yearto summarize the annual report for EAP servicesfor each work group. This figure
assumes that the preparation work is

SAMPLE EAP SPREADSHEET

A

E
C
D
Avg.
Penetra- No. of
lion Employees No. of
Employees
Rate
Seen
Visits
B

No. of

Work Group
Administration
Police/Fire
Maintenance
Totals
38

2,500
500
1,000
4,000
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8.0%
10.0%
6.0%
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200
50
60
310

6
10
3

F
Staff
Hours
1,200
500
180
1,880

H
1
K
L
J
G
Assoc. UR Clinical Man- Evalua- AdminHours Hours Total agement lion istrative
Hours Hours Hours Hours
0
75
0
75

300
75
90
465

1,500
650
270
2,420

300
125
45
470

10
10
10
30

310
135
55
500

M

N

Total
Hours

Hourly
Rate

1,810
785
325
2,920

$25
$25
$Z5

done by clerical/technical staff.
Columns L and M. The totals of
management and evaluation time are
added together for direct administrative costs. This figure is then added to
the total clinical time. By equation,
+L =M.
Columns N,O,P,Q and R. These
figures represent the amount of time
an EAP counselor spends delivering
"visible" services, including supervisor/union steward training, employee
orientations, meetings with management orlabor representatives,and ti me
spent walking on the grounds of the
client organization's premises. One
should alsofigurethatforeverytraining
contact hour, the staff member will
spend an additional two hours in
preparation and travel. For consulting, e.g. developing policies and procedures with an advisory committee,
there is additional planning time, so
the projected contact time should be
budgeted forthree more hoursforeach
meeting hour.
Columns S and T. This column allowsfor anadjustment tocaseload for
groups which might be seasonal or not
covered for services forthe entire year.
In this illustration, it is assumed that
the maintenance work group did not
start to receive services until the beginning of the third month. By equation, M/12 x AA = S.
Column U. The cost for staffing is
based on total hours EAP service del ivery, training and consulting, as well as
their respective hourly costs. By

equation,(S x M +(O x P) +(Q x R)
= U, expressed in dollars.
Column V. This column allows
the EAP managerto factor in additional
direct costs, e.g. special training fi Ims
for the uniformed services. This is
expressed as a flat dollar figure.
Column W. This column contains
the printing budget for promotional
materials. The costs are based on the
expenditure of $1.50 per employee.
By equation, B x $1.50 = W.
Column X. The total for direct
costs is calculated as U + V + W = X.
Column Y. Divide the total annualcosts bythe number ofemployees
to derive the cost per employee/
member per month for each work
group. By equation, X=B = Y.
Columns Z, AA and AB: AB divided by 12 yields the average operating costs per month for each work
group, which are then multiplied by
the number of service months during
the budget year. This yields the total
annual direct costs of EAP clinical
salaries and materials. Byequation,Z
xAA =AB.
FTE Notes. Total clinical hours
must be adjusted for productivity loss
due to vacations, holidays, etc., and
the consulting time is separated from
staff time. It is assumed that each FTE
position is equal to approximately
2,080 hours annually and thatthere is
one clerical/technical staff member
for every two EAP special ist positions.
Based on these assumption, the total
FTE is 3.46.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
These formu las can be used on a lotus
or similar spreadsheet. The key to
effective budgeting,' however, is to
have enough actual program experience to know the assumptions to put
into the formulas, such as utilization
rates for specific work groups. It imperative that administrative costs—
such as for rent, utilities, insurance,
travel, staff education, office supplies,
etc.—not be overlooked. External
providers also need to calculate a
ratio for expenditure on marketing
that internal programs do not have.
Maintaining adequate staff, however, is the most important ingredient
i n the operation and solvency of EAPs,
especially as they add new layers of
C~
service such as managed care.

Clinical Hours
2.27 FTE
3,780.83 work hours, plus 945.23 additional hours, for 4726.04 total hours.
Associate Hours
0.04 FTE
77.00 work hours Q $60.00/hr,for a total of
$4,500.00
Total EAP/Clinical FTE
2.31 FTE
Clerical/Technical Hours
1.15 FTE
2.31 x .33 = 1.15
Total FTE
3.46 FTE

SAMPLE EAP SPREADSHEET

O
Training
Hours

P
Hourly
Rate

Q
Consuiting
Hours

R
Hourly
Rate

300
300
100
700

$35
$35
$35

150
50
15
215

$35
$35
$35

S
Adjusted
A&R
Hours
1,810
785
271
2,856

T
Start
Date

01/01/92
01/01/92
01/03/92

U
Salaries

V
Other
Fees

$ 0
$ 61,000
$ 31,875 $1,500
$ 0
$ 12,150
$105,025 $1,500

W
Materials
Costs

X
Direct
Costs

Y
$
Employee
Month

Z
Costs
Month

AA
Service
Months

AB
Annual
Costs

$3,750
$ 750
$1,500
$6,000

$ 64,750
$ 34,125
$ 13,650
$112,525

$2.16
$5.69
$1.14
$2.99

$5,395
$2,843
$1,137
$9,377

12
~2
10

$ 64,750
$ 34,125
$ 11,375
$110,250
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